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“

I made money on
September 11.
I made money in the
financial crisis.
And I plan on making
money out of the
coronavirus fallout.

”

EXPOSED:

The REAL Reason Why the
Rich are Getting Wealthier
in America
-- While Everyone Else is Being Left Behind
Today, most Americans are
being left behind in a way
we’ve never--ever--seen
before.

Stansberry explains what politicians either don’t
understand or simply won’t tell you… and he
reveals the one investment he recommends
you make (it’s not a stock, bond, ETF, mutual
fund, or precious metals), to help make sure
you don’t fall behind.

Sure, the gap between the rich and everyone else
has always existed--but never on this level. And
never has it increased at this speed.

Porter is one of the most controversial figures
in America today—but he’s also one of the
smartest, most successful, and most generous
men you’ll ever meet.

Every year, thousands of people in our country
are ascending into millionaire status. On
the other side, surveys show nearly 60% of
Americans don’t even have $1,000 in savings.
That’s why, for the first time ever, Porter
Stansberry (an ultra-successful, multi-millionaire
businessman), has gone on camera to explain the
REAL reason for America’s huge and growing
wealth gap.
As Porter explains, we don’t need socialism
in America. We need a better understanding of
how this new economy works.
And if you want to truly understand the REAL
reason why the rich are getting richer… and
the most important step you can take, to be
on the right side of this trend, all you have to
do is watch the first 10 minutes of Stansberry’s
remarkable new video, filmed in his corner
office.

I guarantee you’ve never heard these ideas
discussed in quite this way before.
Just watch the first 10 minutes of Stansberry’s
new video. You will think about what is
happening in America in a completely different
way.
And you could even have the chance to make
money, if you follow his recommendations.

You can watch Stansberry’s new
video, filmed at our firms’
headquarters, for free here:

Start Watching
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INSIDE THIS ISSUE

W

e warned last month that American
freedoms were disappearing. And
now, thanks to the COVID-19
coronavirus, it’s happening faster than ever...
This month has brought us lockdowns and
enforced quarantines in major American
cities, empty grocery-store shelves, a nearcomplete halt to national economic activity,
and the most volatile stock market since the
Great Depression.
In this American Consequences magazine,
we have tried to approach this coronavirusspurred disaster from every angle...
Editor in chief P.J. O’Rourke takes a look at the
state of the U.S. presidential race. As he puts it...
These candidates are either – as I like
to say about my septuagenarian self –
venerable, tested, time-honored past
masters. Or they’re – as my children like
to say about me – decrepit geezers, fossils,
codgers, and fogeys past their sell-by date.
And while coronavirus is the risk that
everyone recognizes today, it’s not the only
thing that should keep you up at night.
Famed “perma bear” economist Nouriel
Roubini shows why there are no black
swans... just white swans flying to dark places.
Dr. Ron Paul shares how the latest Federal
Reserve rate cuts are socialistic and harmful
to all American interests, while Chaos
Chronicles editor Kim Iskyan details the
nasty oil price action that’s happening while
everyone is distracted by coronavirus.
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Laura Greaver interviews Enrique Abeyta, a
tattooed, piratical-looking former Wall Street
trader who has managed billions and made
money in essentially every crisis. And now,
he’s bringing his money-making expertise to
Main Street, to help folks coming out of the
coronavirus fallout.
Pat Buchanan ponders whether the coronavirus
will kill the New World Order... while Kenneth
Rogoff notes that current financial conditions
feel like the ’70s, with the potential for rising
inflation during a deep recession.
Dr. David Eifrig has put together a
Coronavirus Care Kit to help you prepare...
as ultimately, at least 50% of Americans are
likely to be infected in the coming weeks.
And make sure you read...
• Jeff Patch investigates a British billionaire
who is bankrolling extreme climate
protestors in the U.S.
• Erick Erickson shows how “free market
wokeness” leads corporations to side with
the left in steering social policy.
• Walter Reynolds shows how the census is a
bare-knuckle political brawl... and has been
for more than 100 years.
• Dan Ferris interviews Mark Minervini, a
“Stock Market Wizard” who recently went
viral with his $100 challenge.
And finally, executive editor Buck Sexton
rounds out our magazine with a dispatch from
America’s viral “ground zero” – searching for a
chicken at a Whole Foods in New York City.
Regards,
Steven Longenecker
Publisher, American Consequences

Award-Winning Educator Reveals Treatment To Improve Brain Function...

Sound Healing Frequency
Linked to a Longer Life?
Was a Healing Frequency Discovered
Between 85-255hz? I doubt any doctor
has told you about this in your body…
but starting in our brains, a silvery white
“healing cord” runs through all of our
bodies...
For years scientists didn’t even know what
it did… until they recently discovered
that this hidden part of your body quietly
controls everything from your blood
sugar...to memory and brain function... to
lung function...to mood...and more...
And that’s where this story takes an
amazing turn...
As it turns out, this system is built to
respond to a specific sound frequency
between 85 and 255hz...
In fact, a number of celebrities are now

speaking out about how they’ve used
this secret with amazing effects on their
bodies...
Perhaps the most astonishing
transformation is that of retired
Woodstock rocker Jim Donovan.
You can see the astounding video about it
here and discover how easy it is to spark
this healing within your own body.
If you’re tired of pills, difficult exercises,
diets, or nutritional supplements, then
this could be a game changer for you.
What is it about this specific frequency
that provokes such powerful healing?
Well that’s a story that goes back 4,000
years and new evidence suggests...
CONTINUE READING HERE

From Editor in Chief

P.J. O’Rourke

old
enough
TO KNOW
BETTER
NO MATTER WHICH WAY YOU FLIP IT,
WE'RE ALL ENDING UP
WITH AN OLD WHITE DUDE
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LETTER FROM THE EDITOR

hen the Super Tuesday primary
polls opened on the morning
of March 3, the race for the
Democratic presidential
nomination was a display
of speed, strength, bravery, and nimble
maneuvering that was as exciting, confused,
and unpredictable as the running of the bulls
at Pamplona.
By the time the polls closed, the race was
two old guys puttering along the political
retirement community’s electoral cart path
to see who’ll be first in line for the Early Bird
Special at the convention in Milwaukee.
In fact, the entire 2020 presidential campaign
has turned into a remake of Grumpy Old
Men. And when that 1993 movie was
released, Jack Lemmon (at 68) and Walter
Matthau (at 73) were younger than any of the
three front-running presidential candidates
will be on Election Day.
Being a grumpy old man myself, I guess I
should be... whatchamacallit... word’s on
the tip of my tongue... Huh? What’s that?
Speak up, goldurnit! And where are my dang
bifocals?... Oh... I’m wearing them... Anyway,
as I was saying... What was I saying?
We might as well just go ahead and call 1600
Pennsylvania Avenue “The White Home” – A
National Assisted Living Facility.
Trump is much too old and far too big for his
britches to be hanging around the political
playground making up nasty nicknames and
teasing the wimpy kids. One of these days,
his big fat old ego is going to get stuck in the
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slide, bend the monkey bars, or break the
swing set seat.
Joe Biden is a zombie from the policy
cemetery of the Carter era, with a stump
performance like Election Night of the Living
Dead.
And Bernie Sanders is the decrepit grouch
who should be sitting on a park bench
in Boca Raton, grouching about his
grandchildren voting for Bernie Sanders.
Meanwhile, how did the Democratic field
of presidential hopefuls – a large and diverse
selection of various talents and abilities (or
lacks thereof ) – suddenly get winnowed down
to the Mummy of the White Mountains and
something that Dr. Barackenstein brought
back to life in the Hope and Change lab of
2008?
How come Elizabeth Warren flopped? New
Hampshire’s governor, Chris Sununu, had the
best take on Warren...
During the February 11 New Hampshire
primary, I was on Dan Rea’s NightSide talk
show (WBZ Boston 1030 AM and available
on a podcast – I heartily recommend it).
Dan and I were discussing the incoming vote
counts when Gov. Sununu stopped by the
studio. Dan invited him to have a seat and
grab a microphone.
Dan Rea: “Governor, it looks like Elizabeth
Warren is getting a real beating in New
Hampshire. What did she do wrong?”
Gov. Sununu: “She campaigned here.”

Dan Rae: “And...”
Gov. Sununu: “People got to know her.”
People in the rest of the country got to know
Warren too. The problem with that was
summed up in a Monday, March 1 New York
Times op-ed by Michelle Goldberg. The lead
paragraph read:
On Tuesday [February 25], after the last
Democratic debate, Ann Coulter tweeted:
“Sen. Warren has convinced me that
Bernie isn’t that worrisome. SHE’S the
freak who will show up with 17 idiotic
plans every day and keep everyone up
until it gets done.” Vicious reactionary
that she is, Coulter cut to the heart of
Elizabeth Warren’s promise.
Or threat. And, mind you, this was an op-ed
supporting Elizabeth Warren. (Ann Coulter
sends her best, Michelle.)
Mike Bloomberg is a different story.
Bloomberg didn’t lose because he spent so
much trying to buy the nomination. We
Americans are willing to prostitute our votes.
Bloomberg got about 2,340,000 votes on
Super Tuesday (according to the rough figures
available from Associated Press as I write).
True, Bloomberg spent half a billion dollars
getting those votes. But let’s divvy up the
take... $500 million divided by 2.34 million
equals less than $214 per whorish X on a
ballot.
We’re not a bunch of cheap hookers, Mike.
America is a high-price cathouse. You’re going
to have to pony up a lot more than $214

to buy our favors. Bloomberg lost because
he didn’t spend enough trying to buy the
nomination.
Pete Buttigieg is out of the running due to his
being so amiable, accomplished, intelligent,
and personable that people immediately like
him without giving it a thought.
Then people started thinking. Specifically,
they started thinking, “I’ve got socks older
than he is.” After that they started thinking
about Pete’s political bona fides, of which he
has one: Mayor of Nowhere.
A political career is like running the high
hurdles... You’re supposed to clear a few
jumps first. You can’t simply pop out of the
starting blocks, trot along the side of the
track, and leap over just the very last hurdle to
land in the White House.
Never mind that that’s what the current
resident did. And, when he came to the last
hurdle, Trump didn’t even take much of a hop
– he just shoved the thing aside.
But Pete’s no Trump (as Pete would be the
first to point out). And before Pete makes
a serious attempt to run for the presidency,

So now the presidential
campaign has entered a fully
geriatric stage. There are
only three remaining likely
candidates (unless the fellow
carrying a scythe and dressed
in a floor-length black hoodie
decides otherwise).
American Consequences
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he needs to be elected to a higher political
office than he’s held so far – County Sewer
Commissioner, maybe.
As for Amy Klobuchar, I’m not sure what
happened to her. Again, it may have had to
do with voters thinking. Voters will do that –
even Democratic primary voters.
“Amy who?” was something voters thought.
Also, “If she’s actually a senator, how come
I’ve never heard of her?” And, “She says she’s
a Democrat who can work with Republicans.
Does she own a flying pony too?” Then... You
know how one thought leads to another... “Is
Minnesota really a state?” “Has anybody ever

Pull quote. Pull quote.
Pull quote. Pull quote.
Pull quote. Pull quote. Pull
quote. Pull quote.

been there?” “Are you sure it’s not just a place
that Garrison Keillor made up?”
In the end, maybe Amy Klobuchar was
an imaginary candidate. If voters wanted
imaginary things to vote for, Bernie Sanders’
campaign promises were already available.
So now the presidential campaign has entered
a fully geriatric stage. There are only three
remaining likely candidates (unless the fellow
carrying a scythe and dressed in a floor-length
black hoodie decides otherwise).
These candidates are either – as I like to say
about my septuagenarian self – venerable,
tested, time-honored past masters. Or they’re
– as my children like to say about me –
decrepit geezers, fossils, codgers, and fogeys
past their sell-by date.
However you want to put it, America has no
choice about electing a president who’s old. The
only choice we have left is “what kind of old?”
There’s...

OLD FAITHFUL

Trump spouting off every 44 minutes.

OLD GLORY
a tattered Biden who should have been
hauled down the flagpole long ago but
who just keeps on flapping.
And...

old fart

Bernie the Marxist butt trumpet.
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WE'RE WATCHING
TWITTER, SO YOU
DON'T HAVE TO
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FROM OUR INBOX
P.J. O’Rourke comment: Many

Re: Our Newest Readers
Weigh In

YOU WRITE, WE RESPOND

Appreciate your frankness. – Ernie W.
P.J. O’Rourke comment: We

come by it
naturally. It so happens that Porter Stansberry
– our friend at Stansberry Research and the
catalyst behind the founding of American
Consequences – goes by his middle name. His
first name is Frank. He says to tell you we
appreciate your Earnestness.
Great magazine – discovered it while visiting
Phoenix two years ago and never put it
down. I share it everywhere. I’m in Illinois
now and have asked everyone I know to
read this amazing informative magazine.
Great job to all those involved in its
production. – Randy W.
P.J. O’Rourke comment: We’re

grateful for your
praise, Randy. And we hope there are some
state legislators among those Illinois readers
that you’re drumming up. I’m a fan of Illinois.
My mother’s family is from Mattoon, and
I was partly raised in Chicago. But what a
fiscal mess the state is in! The Land of Lincoln
needs some of the “Honest Abe” financial
outlook that we aim to provide.
I’m an old geezer, MBA, and well read. I just
got on to your website a couple weeks ago
and really like it. Common ground. I will be
passing website and subscription info on to
buddies at the Am. Legion Post. Hopefully I
can gain you additional subscribers. – Jerry S.
12
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thanks, Jerry.
“Common ground” is music to our ears.
There’s some allegedly nonpartisan site on
the Internet calling itself “Media Bias/Fact
Check” that labels us as “Right Bias.” But
what we try to be is more what reader Mack
R., in last month’s Inbox, called us: “Militant
Moderates.” And, by the way, I’m of the
personal opinion that what the world needs
more of is old geezers with their noses in
books. (Although I may be “biased” since I
am an old geezer and I write books.)
I think the mag is great! Enjoyed the articles.
What will it cost to subscribe? – Mitch M.
P.J. O’Rourke comment: At

a moment when
good seems to be lacking, gosh do I have
good news for you, Mitch. What it costs
to subscribe to American Consequences is
nothing, naught, nil, nix, zilch, zip, bupkis,
diddly-squat, and nary a red cent. Just Google
us and click on “Subscribe.” The price of our
subscription is what Jerry, above, and the
vets at his American Legion Post would call
“soldier’s supper.” Although we prefer to use
the term for a tennis score of zero, “love.”

Re: Lockdown U.S.A
Mr. Iskyan: You are correct. The governments
are, as always “distorting” the truth to their
liking about this outbreak...
However there is a second lesson to be
taught when the governmental control
efforts fail. Hopefully the population of

“useful idiots” has been trained and do
actually believe “their” governments are in
control and omni-powerful will wake up and
realize they are not. – John B.

gets tangled up with our current health
sortacare exploitation system. – Bill C.
Kim Iskyan comment: Bill

– yes, and double

yes.

John, the whole
idea that governments have the answer
– to anything – is terribly misguided.
Occasionally, they cause more problems than
they create... and things turn out “like always”
(see below). In rare occasions, governments
actually do work (see below again).

One of my favorite quotes is from former
U.S. defense secretary Donald Rumsfeld...
“There are known knowns. These are things
we know that we know. There are known
unknowns. That is to say, there are things
that we know we don’t know. But there are
also unknown unknowns. There are things we
don’t know we don’t know.”

Re: Coronavirus Blizzard
Hits the U.S.

All of those unknowns are what’s the problem
just now.

I suppose that Kim thinks the Washington
Post tells the truth? Leave him in Singapore
and cut the cable to his house. – Carl H.

The answer to those unknowns? Another
of my favorite politician quotes is from
Viktor Chernomyrdin, who was Russia’s
prime minister during much of the 1990s.
“We wanted the best, but it turned out like
always.” (It sounds better in
Russian: Хотели как лучше, а
получилось как всегда.)

Kim Iskyan comment:

It’s easier to understand why Singapore is
so much better at handling the coronavirus
epidemic as Mr. Iskyan
says since it is the thirdrichest country in the
world, per capita. Almost
twice as much per capita
as in the United States. It’s
also small and much easier
to control by the “rich”
government. Mr. Iskyan
didn’t mention this. So who
catches the virus? The rich in
Singapore, or the poor in the
U.S.? – Arnold P.
CHECK OUT
Loved your analysis, a good
example of “when you don’t
know what you don’t know”

OUR ONLINE
ARCHIVE OF
PAST ISSUES.

The danger now is that the
unknowns turn out... like
always.

Re: Who’s the
Most Dangerous
Democratic
Presidential
Candidate?
The problem with these
candidates is that none have
figured how to pay for their
American Consequences
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new programs. They should show us
how to pay for the New Deal and Great
Society programs before they start another
underfunded program. They start these
programs by taxing the rich and end up
bankrupting the middle class. America need
less government and more freedom.
– William Z.
P.J. O’Rourke comment: William,

you hit
the nail on the head. (And, like you said,
that government tax hammer smashed your
thumb.) It never turns out that “just the
rich” get taxed. And that tax never turns out
to be “very small” the way Elizabeth Warren
said her wealth tax would be. (And goodbye
to you, Liz. Don’t let the door hit you in
the back on your way out.) Not long ago, a
friend of mine was talking about the debate
back in 1913 over the ratification of the 16th
Amendment authorizing a federal income
tax. The original proposed tax rate was 1%.
Opponents of the 16th Amendment said,
“Wait a minute, what if we elect the wrong
people and that income tax rate goes up to
2% or 3% or even, God forbid, 6%?” To
which supporters of the 16th Amendment
replied, “Oh, go on, get outta here, you’re
talking crazy talk.”
I bought and read PJ’s book wherein he
describes 4 countries as examples of good
and bad capitalism and good and bad
socialism... He criticized Albanian capitalism
as a bad example of capitalism because
Albanian capitalism was chock-full of
pyramid schemes.
Now that American capitalism is over 80%
14
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derivatives which are nothing but examples
of gambling over gamblers in order to make
quick bucks, what does PJ have to say about
American capitalism today now that his book
is 15 years or more in the past? – Herb F.
P.J. O’Rourke comment: Herb,

I’d say those
Albanian pyramid schemes are starting to
look good. I wish I’d invested in one – I’d
probably be down a lot less than I am in
the S&P 500 this month. Incidentally,
once Albania’s pyramid-scheme-fueled
economy crashed in 1997 (with a 59% GDP
contraction), the country began to experience
real economic reform. GDP growth has been
averaging close to 4% over the past five years
– well above the EU average.

Re: Like Roadkill and
Maggots
Thanks to Bill Bonner for telling the truth. I
have been singing from the same hymnal
for decades. The big questions: when the
s%!@ hits the fan, what does that look like;
how does one prepare; and what is the
aftermath? I have little faith that my SS
check will continue to arrive. It’s either that,
or the dollar will be devalued to the point of
worthlessness. – J.C.S
P.J. O’Rourke comment: Or

both, J.C.S. But
don’t be worried – be alerted! The thing
that makes Bill Bonner so valuable as a
thinker is not that he’s a doomsayer, but
that he has a structural engineer’s view of
political economics. Bill sees our finances,
politics, fiduciary institutions, and debt
and credit flows as all part of one integrated

system. Then he tests that system with
thought experiments: “What happens if
this component fails?” “What happens if
that component fails?” “What would set
off a cascade of failures?” (Bill’s the kind of
structural engineer that Boeing could have
used on its 737 Max.)
THANK YOU for the Bill Bonner article in
American Consequences. I found it very
interesting and enlightening. As I have
aged – I have noticed my politics changing
back and forth from right to left. The article
actually helped me to understand a bit
of the WHY. I think (like so many other
Americans) I am a Centrist at heart but the
extremes in this country seem to control
the conversation so we end up picking a
side; just not necessarily one that we can
consistently agree with. I don’t imagine that
was the intent – but THANKS just the same!
– Steve S.
P.J. O’Rourke comment: You’re

WELCOME,
Steve. And we hear you about the difficulty
of being a “Sensible Centrist.” (See my
response to Jerry S., above.) The problem is
just how greasy our political big wheels have
become – as in the old adage “The squeaky
wheel gets the grease.” But what if you’re
driving an 18-wheeler (the Big Rig that is
America) and every one of your wheels is
shrieking for attention? My advice: pull
into the next rest stop and read an issue of
American Consequences.

Expert Financial Analyst Issues
Rare RECESSION-PROOF
STOCK RECOMMENDATION.
Your portfolio will want to be
positioned for the next recession.

Details Here 

Your DIRECT LINE
to Wall Street
Receive up-tothe-minute news,
market research, and
expert commentary
that typically costs
$50,000 a year,
and requires a net
worth of at least $1
million…100% FREE.

CLICK TO SIGN UP

Send us a message, question,
or criticism at feedback@
americanconsequences.com.
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By Nouriel Roubini

THERE ARE NO BLACK SWANS...
JUST WHITE SWANS FLYING TO DARK PLACES

 CLICK HERE
TO READ THE
WEB VERSION
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THE THINGS
THAT CAN
GO WRONG
In my 2010 book Crisis Economics, I defined financial crises not as the “black
swan” events that Nassim Nicholas Taleb described in his eponymous
bestseller, but as “white swans.”
According to Taleb, black swans are events that emerge unpredictably, like
a tornado, from a fat-tailed statistical distribution. But I argued that financial
crises, at least, are more like hurricanes: They are the predictable result of
built-up economic and financial vulnerabilities and policy mistakes.
There are times when we should expect the system to reach a tipping point
— the “Minsky Moment” — when a boom and a bubble turn into a crash and
a bust. Such events are not about the “unknown unknowns,” but rather the
“known unknowns.”
Beyond the usual economic and policy risks that most financial analysts
worry about, a number of potentially seismic white swans are visible on
the horizon this year. Any of them could trigger severe economic, financial,
political, and geopolitical disturbances unlike anything since the 2008 crisis.

American Consequences
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Under President Donald Trump,
the U.S. is trying to contain, or even
trigger, regime change in these four
countries (China, Russia, Iran, and
North Korea) through economic
sanctions and other means.

FOUR POWERS
For starters, the United States is locked in
an escalating strategic rivalry with at least
four implicitly aligned revisionist powers:
China, Russia, Iran, and North Korea. These
countries all have an interest in challenging
the U.S.-led global order, and 2020 could
be a critical year for them, owing to the U.S.
presidential election and the potential change
in U.S. global policies that could follow.
Under President Donald Trump, the U.S.
is trying to contain, or even trigger, regime
change in these four countries through
economic sanctions and other means.
Similarly, the four revisionists want to
undercut American hard and soft power
abroad by destabilizing the U.S. from within
through asymmetric warfare.
If the U.S. election descends into partisan
rancor, chaos, disputed vote tallies, and
accusations of “rigged” elections, so much the
better for America’s rivals. A breakdown of the
U.S. political system would weaken American
power abroad.
Moreover, some countries have a particular
interest in removing Trump.
March 2020

The acute threat that he poses to the Iranian
regime gives it every reason to escalate the
conflict with the U.S. in the coming months
— even if it means risking a full-scale war
— on the chance that the ensuing spike in
oil prices would crash the U.S. stock market,
trigger a recession, and sink Trump’s reelection prospects.
Yes, the consensus view is that the targeted
killing of Qassem Soleimani has deterred
Iran, but that argument misunderstands the
regime’s perverse incentives. War between the
U.S. and Iran is likely this year; the current
calm is the one before the proverbial storm.

COLD WAR WITH CHINA
As for U.S.-China relations, the recent
“phase one” deal is a temporary Band-Aid.
The bilateral cold war over technology, data,
investment, currency, and finance is already
escalating sharply.
The COVID-19 outbreak has reinforced
the position of those in the U.S. arguing for
containment and lent further momentum to the
broader trend of Sino-American “decoupling.”

CYBERWARFARE
More immediately, the epidemic is likely to be
more severe than currently expected, and the
disruption to the Chinese economy will have
spillover effects on global supply chains —
including pharma inputs, of which China is a
critical supplier — and business confidence,
all of which will likely be more severe than
financial markets’ current complacency suggests.
Although the Sino-American cold war is by
definition a low-intensity conflict, a sharp
escalation is likely this year. To some Chinese
leaders, it cannot be a coincidence that their
country is simultaneously experiencing a
massive swine flu outbreak, a severe bird flu,
a coronavirus epidemic, political unrest in
Hong Kong, the re-election of Taiwan’s proindependence president, and stepped-up
U.S. naval operations in the East and South
China Seas.
Regardless of whether China has only itself
to blame for some of these crises, the view in
Beijing is veering toward the conspiratorial.

But open aggression is not really an option
at this point, given the asymmetry of
conventional power. China’s immediate
response to U.S. containment efforts will
likely take the form of cyberwarfare.
There are several obvious targets. Chinese
hackers (and their Russian, North Korean,
and Iranian counterparts) could interfere
in the U.S. election by flooding Americans
with misinformation and “deepfakes.” With
the electorate already so polarized, it is not
difficult to imagine armed partisans taking to
the streets to challenge the results, leading to
serious violence and chaos.
Revisionist powers could also attack the U.S.
and Western financial systems — including
the Society for Worldwide Interbank
Financial Telecommunication (SWIFT)
platform. Already, European Central Bank
President Christine Lagarde has warned that
a cyberattack on European financial markets
could cost $645 billion.

There are several obvious targets. Chinese
hackers (and their Russian, North Korean,
and Iranian counterparts) could interfere in
the U.S. election by flooding Americans with
misinformation and “deepfakes.”
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And security officials have expressed similar
concerns about the U.S., where an even wider
range of telecommunication infrastructure is
potentially vulnerable.
By next year, the U.S.-China conflict could have
escalated from a cold war to a near-hot one.
A Chinese regime and economy severely
damaged by the COVID-19 crisis and facing
restless masses will need an external scapegoat,
and will likely set its sights on Taiwan,
Hong Kong, Vietnam, and U.S. naval
positions in the East and South China Seas...
Confrontation could creep into escalating
military accidents.

DUMP TREASURIES?
It could also pursue the financial “nuclear
option” of dumping its holdings of U.S.
Treasury securities if escalation does take
place. Because U.S. assets comprise such a
large share of China’s (and, to a lesser extent,
Russia’s) foreign reserves, the Chinese are
increasingly worried that such assets could

be frozen through U.S. sanctions (like those
already used against Iran and North Korea).
Of course, dumping U.S. Treasuries would
impede China’s economic growth if dollar
assets were sold and converted back into yuan
(which would appreciate). But China could
diversify its reserves by converting them into
another liquid asset that is less vulnerable to
U.S. primary or secondary sanctions, namely
gold. Indeed, both China and Russia have
been stockpiling gold reserves (overtly and
covertly), which explains the 30% spike in
gold prices since early 2019.
In a sell-off scenario, the capital gains on
gold would compensate for any loss incurred
from dumping U.S. Treasuries, whose yields
would spike as their market price and value
fell. So far, China and Russia’s shift into gold
has occurred slowly, leaving Treasury yields
unaffected. But if this diversification strategy
accelerates, as is likely, it could trigger a shock
in the U.S. Treasuries market, possibly leading
to a sharp economic slowdown in the U.S.

Climate change is not just a lumbering giant
that will cause economic and financial havoc
decades from now. It is a threat in the here and
now, as demonstrated by the growing frequency
and severity of extreme weather events.
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U.S. WON’T SIT IDLE

WHERE WE STAND

The U.S., of course, will not sit idly by while
coming under asymmetric attack.

As of early 2020, this is where we stand: The
U.S. and Iran have already had a military
confrontation that will likely soon escalate;
China is in the grip of a viral outbreak
that could become a global pandemic;
cyberwarfare is ongoing; major holders of
U.S. Treasuries are pursuing diversification
strategies; the Democratic presidential
primary is exposing rifts in the opposition to
Trump and already casting doubt on votecounting processes; rivalries between the U.S.
and four revisionist powers are escalating; and
the real-world costs of climate change and
other environmental trends are mounting.

It has already been increasing the pressure
on these countries with sanctions and other
forms of trade and financial warfare, not to
mention its own world-beating cyberwarfare
capabilities. U.S. cyberattacks against the
four rivals will continue to intensify this year,
raising the risk of the first-ever cyber world
war and massive economic, financial, and
political disorder.
Looking beyond the risk of severe geopolitical
escalations in 2020, there are additional
medium-term risks associated with
climate change, which could trigger costly
environmental disasters. Climate change is
not just a lumbering giant that will cause
economic and financial havoc decades from
now. It is a threat in the here and now, as
demonstrated by the growing frequency and
severity of extreme weather events.

This list is hardly exhaustive, but it points
to what one can reasonably expect for 2020.
Financial markets, meanwhile, remain
blissfully in denial of the risks, convinced
that a calm if not happy year awaits major
economies and global markets.
© Project Syndicate

In addition to climate change, there is
evidence that separate, deeper seismic
events are underway, leading to rapid
global movements in magnetic polarity and
accelerating ocean currents.
Any one of these developments could augur
an environmental white swan event, as could
climatic “tipping points” such as the collapse
of major ice sheets in Antarctica or Greenland
in the next few years. We already know that
underwater volcanic activity is increasing;
what if that trend translates into rapid marine
acidification and the depletion of global fish
stocks upon which billions of people rely?

Nouriel Roubini, Professor of
Economics at New York University's
Stern School of Business and CEO
of Roubini Macro Associates, was
Senior Economist for International
Affairs in the White House's Council of
Economic Advisers during the Clinton
Administration. He has worked for the
International Monetary Fund, the U.S.
Federal Reserve, and the World Bank.
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arlier this month, the Federal
Reserve responded to Wall
Street’s coronavirus panic with
an “emergency” interest rate
cut. This emergency cut failed to
revive the stock market, so the Fed
cut rates again – driving interest rates
to near zero.
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saving, thus encouraging consumers and
businesses to spend every penny they make.
This may give the economy a short-term
boost. But it inhibits long-term economic
growth by depleting the savings necessary for
investments in businesses and jobs. The result
of this policy will be more pressure on the Fed
to indefinitely maintain low interest rates and
on the Congress and president to create another
explosion of government “stimulus” spending.
Boston Federal Reserve President Eric
Rosengren has suggested that Congress allow
the Federal Reserve to add assets of private

companies to the Fed’s already large balance
sheet. Allowing the central bank to buy assets
of, and thus assume a partial ownership
interest in, private companies would give the
Federal Reserve even greater influence over
the economy. It could also allow the Fed to
advance a political agenda by, for example,
favoring investment in “green energy”
companies over other companies or refusing
to purchase assets of retailers who sell firearms
or tobacco products.
Mr. Rosengren’s proposal to allow the central
bank to “invest” in private companies
seems like something one would hear from
democratic socialists like Senator Bernie
Sanders. This is not surprising since the entire
Federal Reserve system is a textbook example
of socialism.
The essence of socialist economics is
government allocation of resources either
by seizing direct control of the “means of
production” or by setting prices business

CENTRAL BANKING
IS SOCIALISM
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Dr. Ron Paul

can charge. Federal Reserve manipulation of
interest rates is an attempt to set the price
of money. Federal Reserve attempts to set
interest rates distort the signals sent by the
rates to investors and business. This results
in a Fed-created boom, which is inevitably
followed by a Fed-created bust.
Economic elites benefit when the Federal
Reserve pumps new money into the economy
because they have access to the money created
before there are widespread price increases.
Artificially low interest rates also facilitate the
growth of the welfare-warfare state.
The Federal Reserve’s inflationary policies
harm the average American by eroding
the dollar’s purchasing power. This forces
consumers to rely on credit cards and other
forms of debt to maintain their standard of
living. Many Americans are unable to afford
their own homes because they are saddled
with student loan debt that can even exceed
their income.

Since the bailouts of 2008, there has been
a growing understanding that the current
system is rigged in favor of the elites and
against the average American. Unfortunately,
popular confusion of our system of Keynesian
neoliberalism with a free-market economy,
combined with a widespread entitlement
mentality, has led many Americans to
support increasing government control of our
economy.
The key to beating back the rising support for
socialism on both the left and right is helping
more people understand that big government
and central banking are the cause of their
problems and that free markets in all areas –
and especially in money – is the solution. It
is important that the liberty movement put
pressure on Congress to cut spending and rein
in or, better yet, end the Fed.
Dr. Ron Paul is a 12-term member of
Congress and three-time presidential
candidate. While in Washington,
D.C., he was one of the few voices
advocating for limited government,
individual liberty, and sound fiscal
principles. He is the author of the No. 1
New York Times bestselling books The
Revolution: A Manifesto and End the Fed.
And today, he is the spokesperson for
financial publisher Stansberry Research.
This article originally appeared at
the Ron Paul Institute for Peace and
Prosperity. Copyright © 2020 by Ron
Paul Institute.
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WHILE
YOU
WERE
WASHING
YOUR HANDS
THERE'S A NASTY OIL PRICE SPILL THAT'S
SPREADING FASTER THAN COVID-19
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“It’s like magic,” my Armenian friend Tigran said to me from Yerevan yesterday
morning. “We look where they want us to look.”
Like many people from the former Soviet Union – the birthplace of fake
news, back when it was called “propaganda” – Tigran has a healthy respect
for conspiracy theories and sleight of hand.
And what’s really going on in the world... What really matters while most
folks are busy thinking of new 20-second ditties to hum while washing their
hands... is oil.
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By Kim Iskyan

As of last week, a barrel of one of the essential
inputs of modern civilization costs less than
half of what you’d pay for a same-sized fix of
Coca-Cola Cherry Zero.
As political risk media company GZERO
Media explained earlier this week...
For three years, Russia and Saudi Arabia,
the world’s two largest oil exporters, had
a deal to prop up global crude prices by
limiting production. They calculated that
by producing fewer barrels, rising prices
would make each barrel worth more.
Over the weekend, that deal collapsed
when Russia backed out, allegedly because
it decided that higher prices were also
providing an unexpectedly large boost for
the U.S. oil industry, which has expanded
its market share by increasing production
by nearly 50% since the Russia-Saudi
(formally, Russia-OPEC) deal began in
late 2016. A lot of that increase has come
from U.S. shale oil.
Saudi Arabia, eager to show Russia that its
market power is not to be ignored, slashed
the price at which it sells its own oil and
moved to sharply boost production.
The expected flood of new Saudi supply
dropped global oil prices by more than
30% on Monday, the biggest overnight
drop in almost three decades.
The price of oil was already under pressure
because closed factories, crippled supply
chains, and people FaceTiming instead of

flying and shaking hands (thanks, COVID-19)
meant less demand for oil. More supply and
less demand means a (much) lower price.
But wall-to-wall COVID-19 news is making
us look away from what might be – in
economic, market, and geopolitical terms –
the much bigger story of an oil-price crash...
Here in America, as Donald Trump famously
– and correctly – pointed out back in
November 2018, a lower oil price is like a tax
cut. You pay less to drive your Jeep Grand
Cherokee Trackhawk (13 miles per gallon).
But there’s another side to it, too. Thanks
to higher production of shale oil, the
U.S. produced twice as much oil in 2018
compared to 2011 – and more than either
Russia or Saudi Arabia. The problem with
shale oil is that it’s expensive to get out of the
ground... And at a lower oil price, a lot more
shale oil producers will be gushing even more
red ink than they already were.
That’s bad news for the people who work for
those companies... the banks that lent money
to shale oil producers... investors in those
banks and companies... and the economies of
the cities and states where shale oil producers are
an important source of jobs and tax revenue.
Saudi Arabia, in turn, is happy to show Russia
who’s boss... and put those pesky American
shale oil producers out to pasture. But it
comes at a steep cost, since Saudi Arabia is
now making a lot less money from its main
resource.
American Consequences
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WHILE YOU WERE WASHING YOUR HANDS
There’s also the problem of state oil-producer
Aramco, which in December sold a 1.5%
stake for $25.6 billion in what was the
world’s biggest IPO. To help get that deal
out the door, nearly 5 million Saudis – of a
population of 33 million – bought shares in
the deal. But with the decline in the oil price,
Aramco shares are now trading at 9% under
the IPO price... and falling. That’s going to
make a lot of dumb-money Saudi investors
very unhappy, which is bad news for Saudi
leader Crown Prince Mohammed bin Salman.
Meanwhile, Russia has an economy that’s
addicted to hydrocarbons – where over the
past few decades a collapse in the price of oil
has crashed the economy.
My hedge fund I was running was collateral
damage in the 2008 oil-price collapse during
the global economic crisis – when the Russian
stock market fell 85% and the economy
contracted almost 8%.
Russians are used to a good crisis... And this
one won’t be a surprise.
But here in the U.S., most of this happened
while you were sleeping. A few days ago,
under the cover of the oil-price crash,
Vladimir Putin and the Russian parliament
endorsed plans to lift or lengthen term limits
so he can stay in power as Russia’s president
as long as he wants. (“Everyone knew it was
coming,” my friend Tigran said to me.)
Another big loser of a lower oil price is
Nigeria, Africa’s biggest economy. There, oil
accounts for around 6% of GDP and 90% of
export revenues. Perpetually unstable, Nigeria
26
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– with 190 million people – is the biggest
country that no one wants to think about
what might happen if it implodes. And now
the likelihood that it will is a whole lot higher.
Finally, Venezuela is often overlooked as the
country with the world’s biggest oil reserves.
It’s barely getting by – and the only way it
does is thanks to oil revenues. With those
in free-fall, pressure for political change in
Venezuela (and the flow of migrants into
Colombia and elsewhere) is going to increase
sharply.
However, it’s not all losers in oil...
This morning, I rode over to the beach close
to where I live here in Singapore. All across
the horizon were enormous oil tankers...
Over the past few days, the cost of renting
a very large crude carrier (“VLCC,” as they
say in the industry) has spiked around 30%.
That’s because after the collapse in the price of
oil, big oil traders want to keep their product
off the market – in anticipation of prices
rising – rather than sell it.
Right now, renting one of those floating
Molotov cocktails for a day – with enough space
to store 127 Olympic swimming pools-worth of
oil – will set you back around $38,000. It was
less than half of that a month ago.

UNKNOWN UNKNOWNS
One of my favorite quotes is from former
U.S. defense secretary Donald Rumsfeld...
“There are known knowns. These are things
we know that we know. There are known

unknowns. That is to say, there are things
that we know we don’t know. But there are
also unknown unknowns. There are things we
don’t know we don’t know.”

Also, it’s rich... which means that Singapore
has the resources to protect its people and
implement measures that wouldn’t be
economically feasible in poorer countries.

All of those unknowns are what’s the problem
just now.

But maybe most important, Singapore’s
government is extremely competent.
Government ministers are paid like CEOs,
and government employees at every level are
compensated well. People here aspire to work
for the government (“It’s good enough for
government work” isn’t an expression that
people use here). So most government policies
are data driven, thoughtful, and carefully
implemented.

The answer to those unknowns? Another
of my favorite politician quotes is from
Viktor Chernomyrdin, who was Russia’s
prime minister during much of the 1990s.
“We wanted the best, but it turned out like
always.” (It sounds better in Russian: Хотели
как лучше, а получилось как всегда.)
The danger now is that the unknowns turn
out... like always.

THE SECRET TO SINGAPORE’S
SUCCESS
As I mentioned a month ago Singapore had
the second-most cases of coronavirus of any
country. Now it has dropped to No. 20. No
one in Singapore has died of coronavirus.
COVID-19 has been a lot easier to get under
control here because the entire country
of Singapore is only a bit bigger than
Columbus, Ohio. It has as many people as the
Washington, D.C. metropolitan area. That it’s
so small makes it a lot easier to control.
Along those lines, it helps that Singapore is an
authoritarian state. Don’t get me wrong, it’s
a Disney-fied steel boot... But it’s a hard and
unforgiving boot nevertheless. When Singapore
says “jump,” the only question is how high you
jump. That’s useful in a time of crisis.

All of those unknowns are what’s
the problem just now...
The danger now is that the
unknowns turn out... like always.
For example... during the height of the minipanic here in Singapore in early February,
the country’s prime minister, Lee Hsien
Loong, released a message (see it here) that’s
reassuring and measured and hits all the
right notes. What’s more, the prime minister
made similar statements in three languages...
English, Malay, and Mandarin. Forgivably, he
doesn’t speak Tamil, Singapore’s fourth official
language.
That compares to other countries, where the
leader struggles to speak even one language.
But that’s not where they want you to look, as
Tigran would say...
May you find your way through the chaos.
American Consequences
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ENRIQUE ABEYTA’S PATH TO
WALL STREET AND BEYOND
By Laura Greaver
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ith his tanned skin covered in tattoos, dark
beard reminiscent of a pirate, and casual
uniform of a black T-shirt and black jeans,
Enrique Abeyta isn’t your typical finance
guy...
Sure, he’s had a successful 25-year career on
Wall Street – managing high-profile hedge
funds and raising more than $2.5 billion in
investment capital.
But the flashy money-lined streets of
Manhattan are a far cry from his roots in
Phoenix, Arizona, where he grew up poor in
a volatile household with an alcoholic, oftenabsent father.
How did he go from briefly living on the
streets to making it big on Wall Street – then
getting out of Dodge? He says it’s easy... “It
was live or die. I shut out all the noise, and
I just put my fucking head down and got to
work.”
That electric-current intensity was still surging
when I met Enrique for the first time...
He punctuates his quick, passionate speech
with laughter and curse words. He’s full of
what he calls “natural energy.” He tells me he’s
never had a cup of coffee in his life.
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RISING FROM THE ASHES
Enrique spent his childhood in Phoenix,
Arizona, and after stints in Pennsylvania, New
York, and Japan, he now calls Phoenix home
again... just 10 miles down the road from
where he grew up... a full circle, with plenty
of twists and turns along the way.
But there is a huge distance in those short
10 miles... His life now is much happier and
more stable than it was growing up. He enjoys
frequent desert hikes and spending time with
his wife and two young children.
His mom, originally from Uruguay, and his dad,
from Mexico, met and married in Reno, Nevada
in an unconventional way – a fitting story for
the start to Enrique’s nontraditional life.
“My mom was going to be deported, but
she couldn’t go home because of her family
situation there. Like a lot of Latin America,
there was a ton of political unrest, and my
family ended up on the wrong side of it. My
uncle (her brother) got wrapped in it. When
he was just 16 years old, he got caught driving
around a couple other “revolutionaries” and
was thrown in jail for 7 years. He was just a
young kid… But either way, she would have
been arrested as soon as she got off the plane.”
Enrique’s father, known as Pepe, was a
hairdresser. “This was the 1960s, so you got
your hair done every week.” His mom, Selva,
was in the salon, lamenting her citizenship
situation, when another barber asked, “Why
don’t you just marry someone to stay in the
states?” Selva replied, “Who the hell would
I marry?” and he said, “Pepe! He would do
something like that.”
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Enrique tells me, “So, they are introduced at
the hair salon and Pepe says, ‘Sure... Maybe.’
He was sober that day. Two weeks later, she’s
there again, my dad rolls in fucked up and
basically goes, ‘Hey, you’re the one who wants
to get married, right?’ And she’s desperate...
“So they go get married. And this is Nevada,
so you can get married in 30 minutes.
Afterward, he says ‘OK, see ya. I’m headed
back to the bar.’ A few weeks later, he comes
to the shop and she’s there, and he’s sober
again. ‘Hey. So yeah, we’re married. Do you
want to go grab a cup of coffee?’ And the rest
was history...”
His parents’ marriage was tumultuous,
mainly because of his father’s drinking and
upbringing. “My father had a long history of
hardcore alcoholism and abuse. My dad had
seven brothers – two died of AIDS, one of
them is in life in prison in Colorado and if he
gets out, he goes to life in prison in Texas. Just
a very mixed-bag family.”
Enrique is realistic about his empathy
for his dad: “He had a lot of abuse in his
upbringing... extreme generational trauma. So
I kind of give him a pass for that, but I don’t
really give him a pass... I give him a 20% pass
and then 80% he was just a fuckup.”

But the flashy money-lined streets of
Manhattan are a far cry from

his roots in Phoenix, Arizona,
where he grew up poor in a
volatile household with an
alcoholic, often-absent father.
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Even Enrique’s start to this world was
traumatic...
A few years after his parents were married,
Selva was in the hospital scheduled for an
emergency hysterectomy, when a nurse
insisted they give her a pregnancy test. It was
positive, yet the doctors wanted to continue
with the procedure. Selva and one of the
nurses fought to keep the baby, and that
fateful child was of course Enrique.
Enrique is often diplomatic when he describes
his life growing up, something he calls “a very
tough childhood.” They moved around a lot,
living in various trailer parks, motels, staying
with friends and family... But he fought his
way through and made it to the other side.
“My dad would be fine for two or three
months, then he’d get a paycheck and get
drunk, disappearing for a month. I remember
we had a brand-new LTD station wagon in

“Being poor sucks.
Being on food stamps sucks.

SO I CAME UP WITH A
PLAN TO NOT BE POOR."
1979. We got it with a loan on my mom’s
credit. Well, he took it and sold it for
drinking money, and then we went bankrupt.
We ended up fleeing the country for nine
months... By then, my uncle had been exiled,
so we went and lived with my grandparents in
Spain. My dad would threaten my mom, ‘Oh
well, if you don’t do this or that, I’m going to
get you deported and you’re going to lose the
kid.’ So just really nasty... He wouldn’t teach
her how to drive, controlling things like that.”
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In comparison, Enrique has nothing but love
and admiration for his mother. She was “a
tough woman,” who served as his rock, always
supporting him and doing what she had to do
to make it through... just like Enrique.
He remembers being six or seven years old
when he and his mom tried to separate from
Pepe. “We were homeless for a short time...
We were staying at a motel and our money
ran out, so we slept in our station wagon.”
He tells me she worked two or three jobs at
a time, and he remembers her trying to kill
herself once, but he says it with a shoulder
shrug like “shit happens, ya know?”

A BINARY BRAINIAC
IS BORN
As a kid raised in such trauma and
hyperstimulation, constantly under
stress, Enrique developed his own coping
mechanism... a sense of structure within the
chaos.
It began with his baseball card and comic
book collections at age 13. He created a
spreadsheet on his Atari computer (Excel
premiered in 1985, but he didn’t have it yet)
and methodically categorized his comics.
Accessing The Overstreet Comic Book Price
Guide from the local library, Enrique handcalculated the price and grade data each
month.
The structure of the numbers and the
methodology of the math was a type of calm
in the storm for Enrique... and a binary
brainiac was born.
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Enrique excelled in school, choosing the
“fight” instead of “flight” response... He was
the student body president and salutatorian
his senior year. He founded the Phoenix
chapter of Teen Age Republicans.

“MEXICAN KIDS FROM
PHOENIX DON’T HAVE A LOT
OF CONNECTIONS TO GET
WALL STREET JOBS...”

He recalls winning a stock-picking contest
in his Economics class when he was 16.
“The contest had a loophole that no one
understood... Stock purchases were done
using Wednesday’s closing price. So I would
either find companies that were involved in a
merger after the close Wednesday, or reported
great news after the close that Wednesday, or
IPOs that were pricing Thursday morning.
The Econ teacher didn’t know all that much
about stocks, and every week I won by a
landslide...”
A big part of Enrique’s motivation to excel
in school and ultimately in his career was his
tough home life: “Being poor sucks. Being on
food stamps sucks. So I came up with a plan
to not be poor.” He settled on “Wall Street as
a place that seems to make people rich.”

Enrique pictured shirtless with fellow Penn
students during graduation week in 1994.

He got accepted to the Wharton School
of the University of Pennsylvania, the top
business school in the entire country. As
Enrique puts it, Wharton “produces the
best of the best professional athletes on Wall
Street.”

He stayed focused and excelled in college
too, graduating top of his class with a triplefinance major. After graduation, Sponsors
for Education, a group that pairs minorities
with Wall Street internships and jobs, placed
Enrique at Lehman Brothers in the fixedincome division. (“A great program because
guess what, Mexican kids from Phoenix don’t
have a lot of connections to get Wall Street
jobs...”)

“There was a free Bloomberg machine and
about 20 of us that used to linger around it...
I didn’t have any money of course... I didn’t
own any fucking stocks. But we’d just sit
around and bullshit about stocks. By the way,
those 20 guys have now probably managed
like $100 billion through the years.”

He’d had a taste of the Wall Street life, and he
liked it... and wanted more. After Lehman,
he moved into hedge-fund investing and
portfolio management, eventually launching
his own successful hedge funds. His binary
math-orientated mind was a perfect fit for a
money manager and stock picker...
American Consequences
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Enrique touts that he’s made money in every
down market, a hard thing to accomplish.
“I made money in ‘98. I made money in
the melt down. I made money in the melt
up too – not a lot of people can say both
of those. I made money on September 11.
I made money in the financial crisis. And I
plan on making money out of the coronavirus
fallout.”

In keeping with the theme, Enrique is a fan of
aggressive exercise... He practices Muay Thai
kickboxing and is a long-distance runner,
running more than 1,000 miles a year.

Enrique’s first expensive splurge purchase
speaks volumes about him... “I paid off my
mom’s debt, gave her a very generous chunk
of change, and told her she never had to work
again if she didn’t want to.”

Much of Enrique’s upper body is covered in
tattoos. He estimates roughly 100 sessions of
pain in the tattoo chair. His favorite tattoo
is his daughter’s name in Hebrew on the side
of his head, and sometimes he likes to shave
his hair into a mohawk to highlight the ink.
(Gone are the days when he made sure his ink
was hidden under long-sleeved suit jackets on
Wall Street.)

STRUCTURE IN CHAOS
“I’m very high-energy. I’m very high stimulus.
That’s actually partially an outcropping of
what’s called extended childhood trauma...
It’s basically PTSD. But what happens is,
your body is hyper-stimulated for such a long
period that it literally rewires your brain.”
Enrique’s near-compulsion with structure can
be seen in his food journaling taken to an
extreme... He has logged every single thing
he’s eaten or drank for the last 10 years in a
spreadsheet.

He’s even completed five of the six major
world marathons (New York, London,
Boston, Tokyo, and Chicago), setting a new
personal record at each one.

His first tattoo was ONE LIFE across his
chest – basically a reminder to take the risks
and have no regrets in life. Also, as Enrique
puts it simply, “Do the work.” Enrique
combines hard work and big risks in his life...

He has a similar Excel spreadsheet for the
concerts he’s attended... more than 750 so far
in his life.

Gone are the days when he
made sure his ink was hidden
under long-sleeved suit
jackets on Wall Street.
Enrique with Jim Root of Slipknot.
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But there’s no shortcut for putting in the
hours. He told me, “In a negotiation, the guy
who has prepared more usually wins.”
Enrique has always been a fan of heavy metal
music and any “extreme music.” Growing up
in Phoenix may have helped foster this, as he
tells me that “Arizona is the most metal state
in the country.”
Metal magazine Kerrang! supports his theory...
“Fueled by living in a landscape out of
a sci-fi novel with temperatures that
rival those of Hell itself, and fostered by
marginalized groups living in a largely
conservative area, Arizona’s metal scene is
not only creatively fertile, but also pure
in its appreciation of heaviness.”

“A Tool song is like
smoking a cigar and

drinking a fine wine or some
absinthe for a whole evening.”

FINDING SILENCE
IN THE MUSIC
In 2017, Enrique started a new business
venture that combined three of his biggest
passions: metal, tattoos, and business. He
founded and is the current CEO of Project
M Group, a digital media and e-commerce
company focused on the metal and tattoo
artforms. (Incidentally, the “M” stands for
monetization, not metal.)
Project M purchased Revolver magazine, an
aging pillar in the rock-publication industry.
Enrique was a subscriber long before he
owned it. “Our world of rock and metal is
actually much bigger than people understand
in terms of dollars... It’s super vibrant... Yet
the media that serves it is just kind of old
school.”
The plan was to refurbish and relaunch
the magazine, with an added digital ad
agency layered on top. Since the acquisition,
Revolver’s audience has increased 1,500%.
“I’m very passionate about heavy music.”
Enrique finds loud metal music calming...
Studies have shown that listening to extreme
kinds of music helps to purge emotions like
anger and depression, and it acts to sooth
people with traumatic pasts.
He heard the band Tool playing in a record
store in 1991 and fell in love... He’s since seen
Tool live in concert 47 times. Tool is known
for their 15-minute-plus songs, and although
Enrique tells me he doesn’t actually listen to
the lyrics, the music is like therapy to him...
“Their songs are like these giant narratives
where you can really lose yourself. Look, I
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guess you can lose yourself in a Ramones
song, but a Ramones song is like doing a
shot... A Tool song is like smoking a cigar and
drinking a fine wine or some absinthe for a
whole evening.”

YIN JOINS YANG
Last year, fellow investor Whitney Tilson
reached out to him with a new business
opportunity. Whitney and Enrique are “kindred
souls” who’ve been friends for the past decade.
At first glance, the two finance gurus appear
quite different. Tilson, with zero tattoos and
a fondness for easy-listening radio stations,
had a much more conservative and traditional
upbringing. Yet these two different paths led
them both to the same place, and they share
an intensity and passion for life and all things
investing. Enrique is the yin to Tilson’s yang...
Tilson started an investment-research business
called Empire Financial Research, and the
chance to write a trading newsletter was a
perfect fit for Enrique.
Whitney enthusiastically introduced Enrique
to his readers...
“Enrique is neither a value nor growth
investor... He’s a stone-cold moneymaker.
He’ll buy beaten-down, old economy big
caps or high-growth tech small caps – he
doesn’t care. He just has a nose for stocks
that will go up.”
The investment-research industry was a
natural pairing for Enrique. In addition to
running a digital media company, he was
the editor-in-chief of the second-largest
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newspaper at Wharton. Even in his hedge
funds, he’d write informative and entertaining
investor letters.
“I actually love education. I love media. I like
engaging with people. I like entertaining and
educating and informing and I like, you know,
making people money. Those are all things that
give me great pleasure and enjoyment.”
And now, he’s bringing that approach to
Main Street, rather than simply keeping it on
Wall Street.
“I like winning... I’m very mathematical.
Also, it’s nice to make money, too. But it’s the
chance to take all the stuff I’ve learned and
all that experience and all those connections,
with my very unique insight... and offer that
to my readers.”
He is quite philosophical when it comes to
success. “It excites me that I can share my
knowledge and unique perspective with
readers. I legitimately enjoy it.”

‘EVERYTHING ELSE IS
GRAVY...’
Looking to the future, Enrique’s goals are
fairly simple, perhaps because he’s in such a
good place in his life right now.
Professionally, he wants to continue to build
the Empire business, focusing on new products
and making subscribers money... He sees this
as something he’ll want to do for a long time.
Personally, his five- and 10-year plans are
fairly simple: “Raise happy kids, keep my wife
happy, stay healthy, and enjoy life.” He tells
me, “Life isn’t just about making money. It’s

He also wants to continue to explore other
interests in business and life, like digital
media, rock and metal music, tattooing,
and Jewish studies. He’s also ramping up his
involvement with Native American charities.
(Enrique is 11% Pueblo, which as he puts it,
“doesn’t mean shit,” but it’s an area that really
intrigues him.)
Despite his traumatic past, Enrique is one of
the more optimistic people I’ve ever met...
“Every single moment that goes by is the single
best moment in human history on almost
every measure. There’s a line that’s suffering,
starvation, violence, all these things. And then
everything else is gravy... Today’s the single best
day that’s ever existed for all of humanity.”
Personal photos provided by Enrique Abeyta.

Photo By Ben Struble

“Enrique is neither a value nor growth
investor... He’s a stone-cold

moneymaker.”
Whitney Tilson

FROM

TRAILER PARKS
TO TRADING BILLIONS

also about the things you find intellectually
fascinating and growing as a human being.”
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WILL THE
CORONAVIRUS
KILL THE
NEW WORLD
ORDER?
By Patrick Buchanan
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r. Brian Monahan, attending
physician of Congress, told a closeddoor meeting of Senate staffers
last week that 70 million to 150 million
Americans – a third of the nation – could
contract the coronavirus. Dr. Anthony
Fauci testified that the mortality rate for
COVID-19 will likely run near 1%.
Translation: Between 750,000 and 1.1 million
Americans may die of this disease before it
runs its course. The latter figure is equal to all
the U.S. dead in World War II and on both
sides in the Civil War.
Chancellor Angela Merkel warns that 70%
of Germany’s population – 58 million people
– could contract the coronavirus. If she is
right, and Fauci’s mortality rate holds for her
country, that could mean more than half a
million dead Germans.
Czech Prime Minister Andrej Babis called
Merkel’s remark “unhelpful” and said it could
cause panic. But Harvard epidemiologist
Marc Lipsitch seemed to support Merkel,
saying between 40% and 70% of the world’s
population could become infected.
Again, if Fauci’s 1% mortality rate and
Lipsitch’s estimate prove on target, between
3 billion and 5 billion people on earth will
be infected, and 30 million to 50 million
will die, a death toll greater than that of the
Spanish Flu of 1918.
There is, however, some contradictory news.
China, with 81,000 cases, has noted a
deceleration in new cases and South Korea

appears to be gradually containing the spread
of the virus.
Yet Italy, with its large elderly population,
may be a harbinger of what is to come in the
West.
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As I write, Italy had a mortality rate of nearly
7%. This suggests that the unreported and
undetected infections in shutdown Italy are
far more numerous.
In the U.S., the death toll at the time of this
writing is a tiny fraction of the annual toll of
tens of thousands who die of the flu.

It may one day be said that
the coronavirus delivered the
deathblow to the New World Order,
to a half-century of globalization,
and to the era of interdependence
of the world’s great nations.
But the problem is this: COVID-19 has
not nearly run its course in the USA, while
the reaction in society and the economy
approaches what we might expect from a
boiling national disaster.
The stock market has plunged further and
faster than it did in the Great Crash of
1929. Trillions of dollars in wealth have
vanished. If Sen. Bernie Sanders does not like
“millionaires and billionaires,” he should be
pleased. There are far fewer of them today
than there were when he won the New
Hampshire primary.
What does the future hold?
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NEW WORLD ORDER
It may one day be said that the coronavirus
delivered the deathblow to the New World
Order, to a half-century of globalization, and
to the era of interdependence of the world’s
great nations.
Tourism, air travel, vacation cruises,
international gatherings, and festivals are
already shutting down. Travel bans between
countries and continents are being imposed.
Conventions, concerts, and sporting events
are being canceled. Will the Tokyo Olympics
go forward? If they do, will all the anticipated
visitors from abroad still come to Japan to
enjoy the games?
Trump has issued a one-month travel ban on
Europe.
As for the “open borders” crowd, do
Democrats still believe that breaking into our
country should no longer be a crime, and
immigrants arriving illegally should be given
free health care – a proposition to which all
the Democratic debaters raised their hands?
The ideological roots of our free trade era can
be traced to the mid-19th century when its
great evangelist, Richard Cobden, rose at Free
Trade Hall in Manchester on Jan. 15, 1846,
and rhapsodized:
“I see in the Free Trade principle that which
shall act on the moral world as the principle
of gravitation in the universe – drawing men
together, thrusting aside the antagonism
of race, and creed, and language, and
uniting us in the bonds of eternal peace.”
In the pre-Trump era, Republicans held hands
with liberal Democrats in embracing NAFTA,
GATT, the WTO, and most-favored-nation
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trade privileges for China.
In retrospect, was it wise to have relied
on China to produce essential parts for
the supply chains of goods so vital to our
national security? Does it appear wise to have
moved the production of pharmaceuticals
and lifesaving drugs for heart disease, stroke,
and diabetes to China? Does it appear wise
to have allowed China to develop a virtual
monopoly on rare earth minerals crucial to
the development of weapons for our defense?
In this coronavirus pandemic, people now
seem to be looking for authoritative leaders
and nations seem to be looking out for their
own peoples first. Would Merkel, today, invite
a million Syrian refugees into Germany – no
matter the conditions under which they were
living in Syria and Turkey?
Is not the case now conclusive that we made
a historic mistake when we outsourced our
economic independence to rely for vital
necessities upon nations that have never had
America’s best interests at heart?
Which rings truer today? We are all part of
mankind, all citizens of the world. Or that it’s
time to put America and Americans first!
© Creators
Pat Buchanan has been a senior
adviser to three presidents, twice
a candidate for the Republican
presidential nomination and the
presidential nominee of the Reform
Party in 2000. Buchanan has written 12
books, including seven New York Times
best-sellers.

ADVERTORIAL

BUY THIS

STOCK
IMMEDIATELY

A man who’s met a specific company’s
Chairman and attended every annual
meeting for the past 20+ years predicts
this stock could double your money
over the long run if you get in as soon
as possible.
His name is Whitney Tilson – a
former $200 million money manager
who knows more about this stock
than almost anyone outside the
company itself.
And for a limited-time, he’s sharing
little-known information on why
this stock could be a huge winner,
beginning this year.
Keep in mind: Tilson is a Wall Street
legend.
He bought Apple at $1.50, Amazon at
$56, Netflix at $7.78, McDonald’s

at $15… has appeared on 60 Minutes
(twice), Fox Business, and CNBC –
who once called him “The Prophet”
for the accuracy of his predictions.
Already, 5 different billionaires
reached out to him to get direct access
to Whitney’s insights and what he is
sharing right now.
If you have any money to put to work,
we urge you to see what Whitney
is saying about this immediate buy
opportunity right now.
For a limited time, Whitney is giving
this stock idea away to the public at
no charge.
But we’ll likely take this information
down soon.
Take a moment while you can to
access the full details here.
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It is too soon to predict the long-run
arc of the coronavirus outbreak. But it
is not too soon to recognize that the
next global recession could be around
the corner – and that it may look a lot
different from those that began in 2001
and 2008.

By Kenneth Rogoff

INFLATION
COMING
American Consequences
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THAT 1970S FEELING
For starters, the next recession is likely to
emanate from China, and indeed may already
be underway. China is a highly leveraged
economy... It cannot afford a sustained
pause today any more than fast-growing
1980s Japan could. People, businesses, and
municipalities need funds to pay back their
outsized debts. Sharply adverse demographics,
a narrowing scope for technological catch-up,
and a huge glut of housing from recurrent
stimulus programs – not to mention an
increasingly centralized decision-making
process – already presage significantly slower
growth for China in the next decade.
Moreover, unlike the two previous global
recessions this century, the new coronavirus
disease (COVID-19) implies a supply shock
as well as a demand shock. Indeed, one has
to go back to the oil-supply shocks of the
mid-1970s to find one as large. Yes, fear of
contagion will hit demand for airlines and
global tourism, and precautionary savings will
rise. But when tens of millions of people can’t
go to work (either because of a lockdown or
out of fear), global value chains break down,
borders are blocked, and world trade shrinks
because of countries’ distrust of one another’s
health statistics, the supply side suffers at least
as much.
Affected countries will, and should, engage
in massive deficit spending to shore up their
health systems and prop up their economies.
The point of saving for a rainy day is to spend
when it rains, and preparing for pandemics,
wars, climate crises, and other out-of-the-box
events is precisely why open-ended deficit
spending during booms is dangerous.
But policymakers – and altogether, too many
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The point of saving for a
rainy day is to spend when
it rains, and preparing for
pandemics, wars, climate
crises, and other out-ofthe-box events is precisely
why open-ended deficit
spending during booms is
dangerous.
economic commentators – fail to grasp
how the supply component may make the
next global recession unlike the last two.
In contrast to recessions driven mainly by
a demand shortfall, the challenge posed by
a supply-side-driven downturn is that it
can result in sharp declines in production
and widespread bottlenecks. In that case,
generalized shortages – something that some
countries have not seen since the gas lines of
the 1970s – could ultimately push inflation
up, not down.
Admittedly, the initial conditions for
containing generalized inflation today are
extraordinarily favorable. But, given that four
decades of globalization has almost certainly
been the main factor underlying low inflation,
a sustained retreat behind national borders
owing to a COVID-19 pandemic (or even
lasting fear of pandemic), on top of rising
trade frictions, is a recipe for the return of
upward price pressures. In this scenario,
rising inflation could prop up interest rates
and challenge both monetary and fiscal
policymakers.

It is also noteworthy that the COVID-19
crisis is hitting the world economy when
growth is already soft and many countries
are wildly overleveraged. Global growth in
2019 was only 2.9%, not so far from the
2.5% level that has historically constituted a
global recession. Italy’s economy was barely
starting to recover before the virus hit. Japan’s
was already tipping into recession after an
ill-timed hike in the value-added tax, and
Germany’s has been teetering amidst political
disarray. The United States is in the best
shape, but what once seemed like a 15%
chance of a recession starting before the
presidential and congressional elections in
November now seems much higher.
It might seem strange that the new
coronavirus could cause so much economic
damage, even to countries that seemingly
have the resources and technology to fight
back. A key reason is that earlier generations
were much poorer than today, so many more
people had to risk going to work. Unlike
today, radical economic pullbacks in response
to epidemics that did not kill most people
were not an option.
What has happened in Wuhan, China, the
current outbreak’s epicenter, is extreme but
illustrative. The Chinese government has
essentially locked down Hubei province,
putting its 58 million people under martial
law, with ordinary citizens unable to leave
their houses except under very specific
circumstances. At the same time, the
government apparently has been able to
deliver food and water to Hubei’s citizens
for roughly six weeks now, something a poor
country could not imagine doing.

Elsewhere in China, a great many people in
major cities such as Shanghai and Beijing
have remained indoors most of the time in
order to reduce their exposure. Governments
in countries such as South Korea and Italy
may not be taking the extreme measures
that China has, but many people are staying
home, implying a significant adverse impact
on economic activity.
The odds of a global recession have risen
dramatically, much more than conventional
forecasts by investors and international
institutions care to acknowledge.
Policymakers need to recognize that, besides
interest rate cuts and fiscal stimulus, the huge
shock to global supply chains also needs to be
addressed. The most immediate relief could
come from the U.S. sharply scaling back its
trade-war tariffs (thereby calming markets)
exhibiting statesmanship with China,
and putting money in the pockets of U.S.
consumers. A global recession is a time for
cooperation, not isolation.
© Project Syndicate

Kenneth Rogoff,
professor of economics
and public policy at
Harvard University and
recipient of
the 2011 Deutsche Bank Prize in
Financial Economics, was the chief
economist of the International
Monetary Fund from 2001 to 2003. He
is co-author of This Time is Different:
Eight Centuries of Financial Folly and
author of The Curse of Cash.
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oronavirus just killed
commonsense.
I sat, open-mouthed,
as I watched in
disbelief. A Georgia
resident and retiree,
Clay Bentley, said he
went to the hospital after
feeling sick. The only thing they asked was if
he’d been out of the country. He hadn’t... So
in spite of having the signs and symptoms,
they sent him home.
Then he got worse.
“You all sent me home to die,” he told the
hospital staff. Once readmitted, they finally
tested him for coronavirus, and he had it –
along with double pneumonia.
Here’s the worst part: They missed the fact
that Clay’s wife is a flight attendant. Though
she doesn’t fly out of the country, airplanes are
flying petri dishes. Chances are high that she got
it from a passenger and passed it on to Clay.
The next day, I heard from one of our
editorial staff, Brady, who returned to the
U.S. from vacation in Anzio, just outside
Rome.
He said that the airport in Rome was packed
tightly, ignoring the “stay one meter apart”
rule the Italian government is pushing.
When he arrived in Newark, conditions were
even worse. Passengers were packed into tight,
snaking lines as they waited for their turn
getting through customs.
Officials didn’t take Brady’s temperature
at all... Not by the Italians, not the U.S.

Customs agents. And as he entered the U.S.,
he was only asked three questions:
• How long was your trip?
• Where are you headed?
• Where do you live?
There was zero mention of coronavirus.

“You all sent me home to die,”
he told the hospital staff. Once
readmitted, they finally tested
him for coronavirus, and he had it
– along with double pneumonia.
This kind of oversight kills me. But that’s
why, at Retirement Millionaire, I’ve worked for
decades to empower people to take control of
their health and wealth.
I’m predicting that with this kind of stupidity,
the virus will infect 50% of Americans in the
next four weeks.
And that’s going to be the hardest part... It
will happen quickly. The bad news is that we
trusted the government to properly prepare
for something like this. I’ve read that there
is only a one-day supply of the N95 masks
needed for health care workers. The speed at
which this virus will spread will overwhelm
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the hospital and ICU resources. Folks will die
because there isn’t room in the hospital.
But I don’t want you to panic.
I want to encourage you again to remember
your commonsense and arm yourself with
information. That’s why I wrote this simple
guide for the coronavirus (“COVID-19”).
I want you to read it and share it with
everyone you know. It could save your life or
the life of a loved one.

Headaches, runny nose,
congestion, sneezing, and
nausea are NOT symptoms
of COVID-19 – they are
symptoms of colds and the flu.
WHAT IS THIS COVID-19?
COVID-19 is a new coronavirus – that’s a
family of viruses that have a “corona” (or
outer ring) surrounding the main viral sphere.
It’s “19” because it first appeared in 2019.
Coronaviruses like this one don’t usually
afflict humans... only other types of animals.
But sometimes viruses jump across species
lines. For example, in 2003 there was a severe
acute respiratory syndrome (“SARS”) and
in 2012 there was a Middle East respiratory
syndrome (“MERS”). Both were outbreaks
which came from viruses that jumped from
animals to humans.
This virus is similar to SARS and MERS in
that it affects the respiratory system.
What are the symptoms of COVID-19? And
how do I know I have this and not the flu or
a cold?
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The most common symptoms often feel like a
cold or the flu. They include fever, coughing
(often a dry cough), and shortness of breath.
Symptoms can appear anywhere from 2 to 14
days after you’re exposed.
You may also get a sore throat, body aches or
tiredness. But these are more typical of the flu.
Headaches, runny nose, congestion,
sneezing, and nausea are NOT symptoms of
COVID-19 – they are symptoms of colds and
the flu. If you have any of these, you likely
don’t have COVID-19. (Cleveland Clinic
put together this great graphic of all the
symptoms).

HOW DEADLY IS IT?
This is a topic of great debate. Initially, I
scoffed at the high numbers. The problem is
that, since COVID-19 has symptoms so close
to a cold, many folks are undiagnosed. That
means the number of infected is likely much,
much higher than reported, and much higher
than even the so-called “experts” think.
That means the mortality rate is likely lower.
I still think the lower rate will be close to the
truth, but sadly we have to wait for the final
numbers. And between then and now it could
get ugly.
With the current data, the death rate is
between 1.5% and 3.4%. But remember,
that’s only officially confirmed cases. Many
cases remain unconfirmed. As I said, I’ll
still wager the percentage is under 1%. (For
perspective, the seasonal influenza virus death
rate is around 0.1%)

WHO IS MOST AT RISK?
For the most part, it’s the same groups most
at risk for the flu. That means people 65 and
older and those with weak immune systems.
The World Health Organization put together
a report with Chinese officials that had these
figures:
Individuals at highest risk for severe disease
and death include people aged over 60 years
and those with underlying conditions such as
hypertension, diabetes, cardiovascular disease,
chronic respiratory disease and cancer.
Mortality increases with age, with the highest
mortality among people over 80 years of age.
This is why many state leaders now urge older
Americans to stay home.
In a bit of good news, it seems this virus
doesn’t affect infants and young children.
That’s also scientifically interesting and may
prove useful in treatments. If infected, they
show few, if any, symptoms. But they’re still
contagious, so take precautions if you’ve
traveled with your child.

AM I LIKELY TO GET IT?
The obvious factor here is traveling to a
country where the virus has a major outbreak.
That extends now to cities and states in the
U.S., too. If you’ve visited New York City
recently, you might consider a self-quarantine
given the massive outbreak in New Rochelle.
But there’s more to it than your own travel.
As Clay mentioned, his wife could have
gotten it on a flight. Any travel for you

or a loved one now puts you at risk. Even
something as simple as having dinner with a
friend who flew in from out of town could
put you at risk.
If you have any contact with people in public
transit or folks visiting from a place with an
outbreak, report it to your doctor if you fall
ill. No matter how silly it might seem (oh it
was just dinner with my friend from Seattle!)
– it could make a significant difference.
What should I do if I suspect I have it?
Call your doctor. Let me say that again:
Call your doctor. Avoid going to the ERs
or Urgent Care centers because, if you are
infected, you could spread the virus to
everyone there. And if it turns out you’re not
infected, well, you’re much more likely to
pick it up in those places.
Be sure to tell your doctor or the triage
specialist of all your symptoms and any
possible way you may have gotten it. Include
the travel and exposure risk of anyone in
your household or folks you come in regular
contact with.

WHAT SHOULD IF DO IF I’M STUCK
AT HOME WITH CORONAVIRUS?
If you are or someone you live with is sick
and either of you needs to stay home, there
are three important steps to take: Hydrate,
rest, and take Tylenol (if you really need it).
And if you’re up for it, add a bit of movement
via stretching or yoga with a focus on deep
and slow breathing.
When you’re sick, it’s tough to remember to
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take care of yourself. But if you want to feel
better, you must follow these steps. Let’s go
through them one by one.
HYDRATION. Whether you’re sick or
not, hydration is a key to good health. But
it’s essential when you’re sick. Think about
some of your symptoms when you’re sick...
coughing, sneezing, stuffy nose, and even
sweating if you have a fever. All of those
things dehydrate you, and can dehydrate you
quickly. Even over-the-counter pain meds can
dehydrate you.

If you are or someone you
live with is sick and either
of you needs to stay home,
there are three important
steps to take: Hydrate, rest,
and take Tylenol (if you
really need it).
Dehydration takes a toll on your kidneys,
raises blood sugar levels, triggers headaches,
elevates your blood pressure, and more. I’ve
commonly recommended folks drink the
amount of water that makes you pee several
times a day. You want your urine to be a pale
yellow color. If your urine is a dark yellow
or you feel thirsty, you’re dehydrated. When
we’re sick, most of us don’t feel like eating or
drinking. So do what I do and keep a large
quart bottle of water nearby at all times and
take a swig every few minutes.
REST. This one seems like commonsense,
but I know plenty of folks who just can’t seem
to relax... even when they’re sick. If you’re
fighting an illness, you need to let your body
do what it does best: keep you healthy.
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We know with 100% certainty that not
getting enough sleep wrecks your immune
system. Your chance of getting sick increases
when you’re not sleeping enough. Getting
plenty of rest helps to boost and fine tune
your immune system which allows your body
to better fight illness.
Of course, when you’re sick, sleeping isn’t
always easy. If you can’t get enough sleep,
try meditation. Meditation gives similar
benefits... It boosts your immune system and
reduces inflammation. It’s also a natural pain
reliever.
Meditation can be intimidating if you’ve
never done it before, and especially hard to
learn if you feel like crap... but I promise
you it’s not difficult. Do what I do and sit
quietly in a chair or bed for 15 to 20 minutes.
Concentrate on a word, noise, or sound... and
your breathing. Let your mind go where it
wants, but slowly try to bring it back to your
original focus – the word, noise, or sound.
You’ll notice the benefits immediately. You’ll
feel relaxed and peaceful... Often while I
meditate, solutions to life’s problems come
into my “mind’s eye.” Go try it right now if
you’ve never done it!
And if you want a little guidance, there
are free apps to help you. These include
Headspace, Insight Timer, and Stop, Breathe
& Think.
If you have a bad fever, take some
TYLENOL... but only if you really need it
(and with tons of water). Tylenol is the brand
name for acetaminophen. It’s a pain reliever
and fever reducer that people often take when

they’re sick. If you have a mild fever, don’t
reach for it right away. (A low-grade fever is
between 98.6 and 100.4). A fever is part of
your immune system working, and it gives
your immune system more fighting power
while you’re sick.
But if your fever is bothersome (or higher
than 100.4) or aches and pains are keeping
you from resting, go ahead and take a dose.
And remember to pay attention to how much
you take. Too much Tylenol can lead to liver
problems. Try not to take more than what’s
recommended on the box. Plus, if I felt the
need to take the maximum dose for more
than a day, I’d head to the doctor’s office (after
calling first of course).
Finally, we always recommend movement. If
you’re sick, you won’t feel like doing much,
but I’d highly recommend taking this time to
learn either some simple yoga moves or some
simple stretching moves. But however you
try to move, focus on breathing slowly and
peacefully as you move around on the floor.
Controlling your breath helps reduce anxiety,
and balances the immune system and your
response to colds and viruses.

HOW WORRIED SHOULD I BE?
Look, the real problem is that the United
States doesn’t have enough health care
resources to give proper care to everyone if a
lot of folks get sick at the same time. With the
exponential rate of infections we’re seeing, this
could get ugly quickly. And to me this looks
to be starting... mainly because government
leaders have once again claimed to be testing,
when in fact, they didn’t have tests.

So, people didn’t know they actually had
coronavirus until they’d already spread it
around to many others. But by then, they had
already spread it to dozens, if not hundreds,
of people. Leaders also allowed health care
workers treating quarantined patients to work
without proper precautions, and without
personal protection equipment (“PPE”).
The only way to change that is by YOU and
ME shutting down our normal routines for a
while to slow the spread of this new virus. Do
what I do and plan to not travel anywhere for
a few weeks. I’ve slowly stocked up on staples,
like soups, beans, nuts, root vegetables,
and cheeses. I will probably not go out to
public places for the next few weeks either.

The only way to change
that is by YOU and ME
shutting down our normal
routines for a while to slow
the spread of this new virus.
Researchers now call this “social distancing”
and it makes a lot of sense from a scientific
point of view.
The challenge will be to see if others will do
the same. For example, spring break is coming
up and that will spread the virus around the
U.S. like a wildfire. (Sounding like a grumpy
old man, I think we should ban the break to
prevent the health care system from getting
overloaded when kids return.)
Speaking of banning... don’t be surprised if
Trump comes back on TV, after the number
of U.S. infections have suddenly jumped
to 150,000, to declare even more bans on
schools, gatherings, air travel, and possibly
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public transportation. Some form of martial
law would be next.
I realize that a lot of folks are worried. My
research team tells me they’ve seen empty
store shelves as people panic to buy. And
yes, it’s likely that within two months, most
Americans will currently have or will have
had the virus. And hopefully this will be a
seasonal virus. That means it would burn out
this winter or next and not mutate much.
Meanwhile, taking simple commonsense
measures will make a big difference. As with
most illnesses, prevention is key. That includes
washing your hands with soap and water for

at least 20 seconds, not sharing utensils, and
covering your mouth when you sneeze or
cough.
And if you or someone you know is ill, stay
home and stay isolated.
This situation is constantly changing. And
some of the headlines out there might make
you fearful. But my team of researchers and
I are monitoring every change. We’re wading
through the muck of information – and
disinformation – out there so you don’t have
to. We’ll keep you updated as we continue to
learn more about the coronavirus and the best
ways to combat it.

Must-Have Items for
Surviving a Crisis
Grocery store shelves are emptying
worldwide... People are panic buying hand
sanitizer, Lysol wipes, and toilet paper.
Here at Health & Wealth Bulletin, we’re not
panicking. But we think this is a good time
to remind you to always be prepared for
emergencies... whether it’s a pandemic, a
natural disaster, or a terrorist attack.
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Unexpected, disruptive events are a
fact of life. It is never a question of “if”...
it is only a matter of “when.” There’s no
good reason to be at the mercy of these
unexpected, but inevitable, events. You
can take some simple steps right now
to protect you and your family against
enduring crises...

1

WATER. Water tops the list because it is
most critical to your survival. The human
body can last for weeks without food, but
only a few days without water.
You should keep at least one gallon of
water per person per day in reserve for
drinking purposes. If you live in an arid
climate, you may want to store up to three
gallons of water per person per day. Use
the formula below to calculate the total
amount of water you need:
Number of people x Number of gallons x
Number of days = Total gallons needed
So if you have four people in your family...
and plan for one gallon of drinking water
per day for each person... and you plan to
keep a seven-day supply... you’ll need to
store at least 28 gallons of water (4 x 1 x 7
= 28).

2

FOOD. Just as with water, you will want
to keep at least one week of food per
person in reserve. The best foods to buy
for storage purposes are staples in your
regular diet. Then, you can rotate them
into your regular consumption patterns
before their expiration dates approach.
Canned vegetables, beans, and soup
work best for this. You can also store
canned meats and fish, like chicken,
tuna, and salmon. Canned food may
“keep” for longer than one year... but its
nutritional value breaks down faster than
its palatability. As a result, you’ll need
to eat more just to feel “full”... and this
could end up turning what you thought
was two weeks of food into less than you
expected.

Bottom line: It’s important to keep
canned foods “fresh.” Rotate them into
your normal consumption. At most, keep
canned food for no longer than one year.
If you find cans in your stockpile bulging
at the ends, the food inside has spoiled.
Throw them out. Never eat a can that
looks like it’s about to burst, no matter
how hungry you are. Remember this
adage, “When in doubt, throw it out.”

3

MEDICATION. If you’re on medications,
especially medications that could cause
life-threatening issues if you suddenly
stop them, have backups. Certain drugs
like beta blockers, anti-depressants, and
benzodiazepines (used to treat anxiety
symptoms) can lead to dangerous
withdrawal symptoms or a rapid return of
the health issue they’re meant to treat.
Talk to your doctor about keeping extra
medication if you’re worried you’ll be
unable to access refills in cases of
emergencies, disasters, or illness.

Preparing for the worst means less stress
and a clear plan of action when disaster
strikes. Learn more about preparing for
major weather events, blackouts, health
scares, and financial crises in The Doctor’s
Protocol Field Manual. Click here to get
your electronic copy today.
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By Jeff Patch

THE BRITISH BILLIONAIRE
BANKROLLING EXTREME
CLIMATE PROTESTORS IN THE U.S.
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A

global organization called Extinction
Rebellion has rapidly risen to become the
most disruptive environmental movement
on earth. Since its founding in 2018, the
collective, abbreviated as XR, has organized
an escalating series of anarchical protests
across the globe to “halt mass extinction and
minimize the risk of social collapse.”

Yet court filings and tax
records show that he is a billiondollar non-plastic straw stirring
a global network of climate
policy influence.
Critics have called XR a cult, citing cofounder Gail Bradbrook’s admission that a
bender on psychedelic drugs inspired her
epiphany that humanity is at the brink of
extinction. Undeterred, Hohn said he had
donated £50,000 (about $65,000) to XR
personally and a separate £150,000 (roughly
$196,000) through the Children’s Investment
Fund Foundation, a hybrid charity/hedge
fund he founded and operates.

A few high-profile Americans – including
Rory Kennedy and Aileen Getty – have
disclosed their financial support for the
group, whose U.S.-based organization claims
dozens of affiliates nationwide agitating for
“rebellion against the U.S. government for its
criminal inaction on the ecological crisis.”

Amid wide alarm about foreign meddling
in American politics, Hohn’s support for an
organization advocating an uprising against
the U.S. government has drawn little notice.
Yet court filings and tax records show that he
is a billion-dollar non-plastic straw stirring a
global network of climate policy influence.
He thus illustrates the reach of politically
driven philanthropy and the potential of
wealthy foreigners to sidestep U.S. lobbying
laws by using complex financial arrangements
to pursue both civic and self-interested goals.
A notable distinction of Hohn’s operation is
its apparent investment hedges in both green
businesses and fossil fuels that the anticipated
“green economy” aims to replace.

But XR’s largest disclosed individual donor
to date is a reclusive British billionaire, Sir
Christopher Hohn. “Humanity is aggressively
destroying the world with climate change and
there is an urgent need for us all to wake up
to this fact,” he told The Telegraph recently in
confirming his support for the group.

Even though air travel is a major contributor
to greenhouse gas emissions, Hohn’s fund has
major positions in the airplane manufacturer
Airbus and in two Spanish companies –
Ferrovial and Aena – which own London’s
Heathrow Airport and the London Luton
Airport, respectively.

In June, New York police arrested
66 members of the group who were
demonstrating outside the New York Times
building. In September, the collective claimed
that 2,000 of its volunteers “seized” 22
intersections in Washington, D.C., and police
arrested 32 people in the ensuing gridlock.
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Extinction Rebellion has targeted airports and
train stations for protests in recent months.
A self-made billionaire, Hohn’s personal
fortune is now estimated at more than $3.1
billion. Born in a London suburb in 1966,
the son of a Jamaican émigré mechanic
and a legal secretary he graduated from
Southampton University in England, then
earned an MBA at Harvard before going to
work for the American hedge fund manager
Richard Perry in 1996.
Hohn left Perry Capital in 2003 to start his
own hedge fund, The Children’s Investment
Fund Management Ltd. – or TCI as it is
known – which designated a portion of
fees and profits to the similarly named
foundation, run by his wife at the time, Jamie
Cooper-Hohn. When their marriage ended

But his continued
investments in industries
reliant on fossil fuels have
drawn howls of hypocrisy
from climate activists.
in 2014, a judge ordered Hohn to pay Jamie
Cooper $531 million, the largest divorce
settlement in British history, opening a
window on Hohn’s finances.
By then, his hedge fund had donated a
reported $4.5 billion to the foundation for
a wide range of organizations working to
improve the health and safety of children in
the developing world.
Its mission shifted in the last decade, when
the foundation also donated out more than
$440 million in energy and climate changerelated grants. It has directed at least $16
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million in recent years to groups advocating
U.S. climate change litigation targeting
traditional energy firms, according to an
analysis of grants and other charitable records.
In 2018, the foundation contributed $7
million to climate litigation efforts of the
Washington, D.C.-based Center for Climate
Integrity, to “initiate, coordinate and support
ground-breaking cases in multiple countries.”
The center and its parent organization, the
Institute for Governance & Sustainable
Development, lobbied elected officials in
multiple U.S. cities to bring lawsuits against
energy companies for causing climate change,
according to the Florida Record.
Representatives for XR, Hohn, and his
affiliated entities declined comment for this
article.
The hedge-fund manager also has donated
millions of dollars of his own money to other
global and U.S.-based environmental groups
actively opposed to fossil fuels. Last year,
Hohn pledged to contribute another $500
million during the next five years.
But his continued investments in industries
reliant on fossil fuels have drawn howls of
hypocrisy from climate activists. British
media disclosed in October that Hohn
has a £630 million stake ($824 million) in
Spanish infrastructure conglomerate Ferrovial,
which owns London Heathrow airport. XR
protesters in Britain recently glued themselves
to planes and attempted to shut down a
nearby airport, London City.
In fact, Hohn built his wealth in large part by
exploiting fossil fuels and natural resources,

investments that appear at odds with his
foundation’s mission to usher an “urgent
global transition to a zero-carbon society.” As
late as 2012, nearly half of the assets under
management in TCI – a total of about $4
billion – were invested in utilities, mainly
fossil fuel producers.
In 2012, TCI acquired a 1% stake, worth
about $414 million, in Coal India Ltd., an
Indian state-controlled mining and refinery
company. The firm produces more than 80%
of India’s coal. TCI acquired the stake via
two subsidiaries based in tax shelters – TCI
Cyprus Holdings and Ireland-based Talos
Capital. Ireland’s corporate tax rate is 12.5%,
compared with 19% in the U.K.
TCI sued the Indian government and Coal
India later that year, alleging that its pricing
cost the company almost $19 billion. Records
show that as recently as 2014, Hohn’s fund
was still invested in Coal India.
TCI managed more than $30 billion in
assets as of November 30, making it among
the world’s largest activist hedge funds. And
despite Hohn’s political engagement, his
fund is opaque, with at least nine different
subsidiaries, such as TCI Fund Holdings Ltd.
and TCI Advisory Services LLP.
Connecticut-based GameChange Capital
LLC, incorporated by the foundation in
Delaware in 2011, is a private equity firm
focused almost solely on acquiring positions
in renewable energy firms.
Hohn also owns the unregulated, Cayman
Islands-based Children’s Investment Fund
Management Ltd. That entity is the parent

hedge fund of TCI, according to international
regulatory disclosures.
Among left-leaning billionaires, Michael
Bloomberg and Tom Steyer are enjoying
wide public attention due to their bigspending presidential campaigns. But Hohn,
a foreigner unknown to most Americans,
arguably exercises comparable if not more
influence on U.S. energy and environmental
policy through his hedge fund, XR, and other
advocacy groups.
Complicating things further, Hohn’s
operation, though rarely in the headlines,
is deeply entwined with progressive
philanthropy in America. The New Yorkbased Rockefeller Foundation, which reported
$4.3 billion in assets in 2017 and has given
millions to environmental causes, maintained
a stake worth $156.5 million in one of Hohn’s
hedge funds, according to its 2017 IRS filing,
up from its $118.8 million stake in 2015.
Hohn’s funds are at the vanguard of activist
institutional investors pressuring companies
to adopt progressive policy goals. So-called
ESG-focused investing (environmental, social,
and governance) grew 38% from 2016 to
2018, amounting to $12 trillion of the $46.6
trillion in assets under management in the
U.S., according to the Forum for Sustainable
and Responsible Investment. That figure is
now at roughly $20 trillion.
Hohn’s efforts to influence U.S. laws, politics,
and the economy raise deeper questions about
the power of global billionaires – specifically
whether his American-focused lobbying
and public relations campaigns violate the
Lobbying Disclosure Act and the Foreign

Some analysts call such
efforts by activist investors,
including some pension
funds, a way to impose
policies too unpopular
to be passed through
legislation and not in
shareholders’ interest.
Agents Registration Act. Neither Hohn, his
funds, nor the Center for Climate Integrity’s
executive director, Richard Wiles, registered as
a foreign agent under FARA.
A law often honored in the breach but revived
by Special Counsel Robert Mueller to secure
convictions during his Russia investigation,
FARA requires persons acting as agents of
foreign principals in the United States to
disclose their activities to influence public
policy and politics. The obligation to register
under FARA is triggered – whether or not a
would-be agent is paid – when a person or
entity acts as an “agent” of a foreign principal,
including foreign governments, political
parties, citizens of another country based
outside the United States or any company
incorporated under the laws of a foreign
country. Regulated activities include direct
lobbying and public relations efforts, but
Jeff Patch is an Iowa-based economics
writer focused on analyzing legal,
regulatory, and legislative dynamics
that impact markets, workers,
and business. He also founded
Iowa Intelligence, a research and
communications firm, that helps clients
tell their stories and impact issues.
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FARA covers broader activities meant to
influence public opinion – academic research,
grassroots engagement, and organizing
protests.
“If a foreign entity is trying to influence
American policy, we ought to know about
it,” Sen. Charles Grassley (R-Iowa) said in a
statement to RealClearInvestigations that did
not specifically address Hohn.
Recent public letters from TCI pressured
executives at top companies where it
holds minority stakes to implement full
“de-carbonisation of economies (net zero
emissions) by 2050.” The recipients included
Google’s parent company Alphabet, Anthem,
Charter Communications, Microsoft, Union
Pacific Railroad and Univar Solutions –
among others.
Some analysts call such efforts by activist
investors, including some pension funds,
a way to impose policies too unpopular to
be passed through legislation and not in
shareholders’ interest.
“I’m very skeptical of the notion that [Hohn’s
strategy] is shareholder value-driven,” said
James R. Copland, director of legal policy at
the libertarian Manhattan Institute, whose
Proxy Monitor researches ESG shareholder
proposals. “They’ll argue that there’s a longterm value, but if hedge funds think they
have the right answer on this stuff, then raise
a bunch of capital for it and place bets to say
that the market is mis-valuing this.”
© RealClearInvestigations.
Illustration of Sir Christopher Hohn by
Insider Monkey

By Erick Erickson

FREE
			 MARKET
WOKENESS
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KILL FREE SPEECH AND
FREE MARKETS DIE...
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W

riting recently in the Wall
Street Journal, Iain Murray of
the Competitive Enterprise
Institute declared that freemarketeers have taken social conservatives
for granted. “The free-market coalition is in
urgent need of repair. If enough conservatives
join progressives in seeing free trade as a
threat to their values, America could end up
with protectionist policies for the foreseeable
future,” he noted.
I share his embrace of the free market. But
I am sympathetic to right-leaning concerns
about corporate America. While I think
free market supporters should not cheer on
“creative destruction” when local businesses
collapse due to free trade, I think they do
have a case to sell social conservatives on the
benefits of free market creative destruction.
The chief problem, from my vantage point
as someone active in evangelical circles and
the social conservative movement, centers
less on worries about job loss and more on
progressives using corporations to censor
and punish conservatives. Banks, technology
companies, and other major corporations
seem complicit in censoring conservatives,
Christians, gun manufacturers, and other
groups progressives hate. Conservatives
routinely see, for example, Twitter use its
power to punish conservatives in ways it never
uses its power against progressives.
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Conservatives see banks refusing to do
business with gun manufacturers and
intuitively understand banks should be free to
do business with whichever companies they
choose, and they also understand banks are
doing this because of progressive concerns and
would never bend so easily for conservatives.
Should banks that refuse to do business with
lawful enterprises be given protections by the
Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation?
Conservatives see Fortune 500 companies
threaten states such as Georgia and Texas for
advancing religious liberty legislation and
protections for faith-based adoption agencies.
Corporations have free speech rights, too, but
when they reliably advance left-wing causes,
even in conservative states, it is not hard
to understand why conservatives might no
longer be faithfully attached to a free market
that benefits those companies. If corporations
are going to reliably side with the left, they
can hardly expect conservatives to defend the
system that enriches these corporations into
powerhouses that can use their influence to
steer social policy leftward.

FREE MARKET WOKENESS

There is the other issue for which I have
no answer but think conservatives must
give consideration. American antitrust
law is premised on the idea that giving
consumers cheaper prices is a good thing. The
government loathes breaking up companies
that drive down prices. But is it really a good
thing that Amazon can drive down prices to
such an extent that it prohibits innovation
and competition? Cheapest is not always
best, but Amazon’s marketplace – and its
willful habit of turning a blind eye to cheap
counterfeits on its website – prevents creative
destruction in the free market. To the extent
the average consumer benefits from cheap
products delivered in 24 hours, he loses out
on access to superior quality and innovation.
In the supply-and-demand curve of the
digital age, tech companies who profit from
clicks can use their leverage to create ceilings
on prices because of their size. They do so
by limiting innovative competitors through
patent laws and keeping prices exceedingly
low, as well as through venture capital and
size. Consumers benefit in the digital stores
in which they shop but potentially lose as
employees or entrepreneurs of businesses that
directly – or even tangentially – come into
conflict with a digital behemoth.
Lastly, the free-marketeers need to point out
that creative destruction can never happen
if tech giants and other corporations are
allowed to draft the laws and rules. Congress,
in trying to regulate Facebook, will draft

The free-marketeers
need to point out creative
destruction can never
happen if tech giants and
other corporations are
allowed to draft the laws
and rules.
laws and rules focused on Facebook. But
the very laws designed to regulate Facebook
necessarily consider Facebook the default.
That will make it harder for competitors
to even have a chance to become a default
social media platform. Free-marketeers and
social conservatives can find common ground
opposing companies carving out exceptions
for themselves in the tax code, laws, and other
regulations.
All that said, however, if corporations
continue to embrace wokeness, then nothing
else will matter. Leveraging their capital,
lobbyists, and access against conservative
values and interests will just cause more
conservatives to abandon their support of free
markets in favor of legislative and regulatory
revenge.
© Creators
Erick Erickson is the editor-in-chief of
RedState.com, the most widely read
right-of-center blog on Capitol Hill
in Washington, D.C. Prior to leading
RedState, Erickson practiced law for six
years and oversaw a number of political
campaigns at the federal, state, and
local levels.
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THE CENSUS IS A BARE-KNUCKLE
POLITICAL BRAWL –
AND ALWAYS HAS BEEN
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The 2020 Census hasn’t even started – but it has already kicked off spirited fights.
A Supreme Court case, decided last year, blocked a Trump administration
proposal to ask every respondent if they were a citizen.
Meanwhile, there are three pending federal court suits in which plaintiffs for
civil rights groups and one city claim that the administration has not done
sufficient planning or provided enough funding for Census 2020.
Census 2020 is far from the first census to set off bitter political fights. One
hundred years ago, results from Census 1920 initiated a decadelong struggle
about how to allocate a state’s seats in Congress. The political arguments
were so bitter that Congress eventually decided they would not use Census
1920 results.
Could this happen again?
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POWER IN THE CENSUS
The framers of the Constitution mandated
a count of all people every 10 years, in
order to allocate seats in Congress and the
Electoral College on the basis of each state’s
population.
The results of the census shift political power
and money. At present, $1.5 trillion in federal
spending is distributed to states and local
governments every year on the basis of data
gathered by the Census Bureau.
I am a demographer who has been teaching
about the nation’s population trends since the
early 1960s. I have analyzed census data for
decades. In Census 2000, I was an enumerator
and Census 2010, an address lister.

The 2020 census asks just seven questions.
Back in 1910, the census posed 32 questions,
with an additional array of questions for
farmers. One of those queries asked farmers
the value of the products they sold during the
previous year.
Since 1790, the official census start date
had been either the first Monday of August
or June 1. But, for the 1920 census, the
Department of Agriculture presumed it
would obtain more accurate information
about the value of crops if the census were
taken on January 1. It feared farmers would
forget financial details over the winter.
Congress approved the change without
realizing the implications.
American Consequences
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DOWN FOR THE
IMMIGRATION INFLUX

Census 1920 results were released in
December of that year, and they surprised the
members of Congress.

that many men who spent most of the year
working on farms were counted in cities
where they spent just a few winter months.

At that time, there was vibrant opposition to
foreigners coming into the U.S. The nation
had already banned immigration from Asia,
but many of those arrived after 1880 were
Catholics and Jews who came from southern
and eastern Europe. Many Americans feared
they would never assimilate.

Southerners in Congress argued that
congressional seats should be allocated on
the number of citizens only, since this would
protect their representation.

The 1920 census results showed that the
Northeastern and industrial Midwestern states
had grown rapidly, thanks to immigration from
Europe. After an interruption for World War I,
immigration spiked to 800,000 in 1920.
In response to census results and the
unexpected “flood” of immigrants, Congress,
in 1921, enacted an Emergency Immigration
Quota Act, restricting immigration.

THE LOST CENSUS
That was just the first step in a decadelong
controversy involving key issues that shaped
the nation. Would there be continued
immigration from eastern and southern
Europe? Would political power shift to the
states with the biggest cities?
The 1920 results would have shifted political
power away from the South and away from
the agricultural states of the Midwest, to
the Northeastern states and those states
Americans now call the Rust Belt.
Representatives of farm states contended
that the new January 1 census date meant
64
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Congressmen from growing states emphasized
that the Constitution said nothing about
citizens. They argued that a constitutional
amendment was required to limit
congressional apportionment to citizens only.
Northeastern members also pointed to an
obscure clause from the 14th Amendment
that permitted Congress to diminish a state’s
representation if they determined that a state
abridged the right of male citizens to vote.
Southern states attempted to accomplish that
with poll taxes, literacy tests, grandfather
clauses, and refusal to register African
Americans.
There was also controversy about which
mathematical method to use to allocate seats
to states. Different methods assigned different
numbers of seats to states.
From 1800 to 1910, Congress had increased
its membership after censuses, to prevent
states from losing a seat. Vibrant controversy
raged about the size of Congress, since
different numbers favored different states.
Late in the 1920s, it became clear that
Congress was so riven it would never use
Census 1920 data to reapportion Congress. In
1929, it enacted legislation specifying which

COUNT!
method would be used to allocate seats on the
basis of the 1930 count.
Census 1920 is unique, since it was the only
one not used for reapportionment.

ECHOES OF THE PAST
Is there any chance the census count of 2020
will be dismissed?
Just as in 1920, there are conflicting views
today about immigration and how much
representation states should have in Congress
and the Electoral College.
In the pending federal suits, plaintiffs contend
that the administration’s lack of sufficient
planning and funding will substantially
undercount Americans, especially minority
groups.
Should federal judges find in the plaintiffs’
favor, members of Congress may be skeptical
about data from Census 2020.
What’s more, at present, there are many
individuals and several organizations arguing
that congressional and Electoral College seats
should be allocated according to the count of
citizens or the count of voting-age citizens, as
opposed to all residents.
The state of Alabama has already filed suit
contending that Alabama will likely lose a
seat to Texas because aliens are included in
the count used to apportion seats. If Congress
were to apportion seats on the basis of citizens
only, the Supreme Court may have to rule
about what the framers of the Constitution

Just as in 1920, there are
conflicting views
today about immigration
and how much
representation states
should have in Congress
and the Electoral College.
meant when they defined the apportionment
population.
Finally, the nation’s population is currently
three times as large as in 1911, when
Congress decided that 435 was the
appropriate size of membership. On the basis
of 2019 data, it seems likely that 10 states will
lose a representative.
Some political analysts and advocates favor
an expansion of Congress, since that would
mean that members would represent fewer
constituents. If Congress, next year, decided
to increase its size to 460, no state would lose
any of its current seats.
A new Congress will be elected this
November and members will meet for the
first time on January 3, 2021. One of their
first obligations will be reapportionment. Will
this go smoothly – or will the controversies
of the 1920s once again influence what use
Congress makes of census counts?
© The Conversation

Walter Reynolds Farley is a research
scientist at the Population Studies
Center, the Dudley Duncan Professor
Emeritus of Sociology, and a lecturer at
the Ford School. He received his PhD
from the University of Chicago.
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Trading and the
$100 Challenge
A Conversation With

Mark Minervini
Champion stock trader and author
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By Dan Ferris

Most traders and money
managers would be
delighted to have
Minervini’s worst year, a
128% gain, as their best.
Mark Minervini is one of the world’s most successful stock traders and an
international performance coach. He won the U.S. Investing Championship in
1997 with a 155% annual return. Nice. He’s also the author of the bestselling
books Trade Like a Stock Market Wizard, and Think and Trade Like a Champion.
Starting with only a few thousand dollars, Mark turned his personal trading
account into millions, averaging 220% per year with only one losing quarter
for five consecutive years. An incredible 33,500% total return. To put that in
perspective, $100,000 turns into more than $30 million at that rate.
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Mark is featured in Jack Schwager’s excellent book, Stock Market Wizards:
Interviews with America’s Top Stock Traders. Schwager writes, “Most traders and
money managers would be delighted to have Minervini’s worst year, a 128%
gain, as their best.” Mark educates traders about his SEPA methodology through
Minervini Private Access, an online platform that allows users the unique
experience of trading side-by-side with him in real time. He also conducts a live
master trader program where he teaches his trading system in a comprehensive
weekend event.
Here, Mark Minervini talks with Investor Hour host and financial analyst Dan
Ferris about confidence, trading, and why you might want to toss $100 out the
window next time you take a drive...
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A Conversation With

Mark Minervini

Dan Ferris: I know from reading the
Market Wizards interview that you got
interested in the stock market as a
teenager in the 1980s. I’m wondering
if there was a particular event or a
particular experience during those
years that prompted your interest.
Mark Minervini: Poverty. That’s the true

answer, but to be honest, that got me
interested in making money, and because I
had no education, I really didn’t have many
options, so I looked at the stock market as a
place where I didn’t need a degree. There was
no prejudice. I could just open an account
and if I did well, I could make money. Of
course, I didn’t have any money, so I had to
start off with a very small amount of money,
so it took a lot of years.

“”

So, I went in my
pocket and I think I had
like $400. We were on the
highway and I just tossed it
out the window
It’s crazy, but I used to look at the stock tables
when I was like eight years old, and I was
fascinated. My Uncle Benny, I was always
told he was a stock guy, but I didn’t learn
about that until I was a teenager. But I was
fascinated with the tables, and I remember I
used to follow Exxon for some reason, but it’s
just kind of crazy how at a very young age I
liked the stock tables.
Dan Ferris: Now, you recently said one of
the most controversial things I’ve ever
heard said by anyone in finance. Can you
retell a little bit, why our readers should
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throw $100 out the window the next
time they’re driving down the road in
their car?
Mark Minervini: This is something that I did

with one of my very first proteges that worked
for me. He was constantly saying how he was
going to be a millionaire and going to be the
best trader and he was going to even be a better
trader than me. This was back in the ‘90s.
One day we were in the car and I said, “So,
you’re positive you’re going to be a great
trader and you’re going to be rich and how
long is that going to take?” He said, “Not
that long. I’m going to be really great at this.”
I said, “How much money you got in your
pocket?” He went in his pocket and he said,
“I got $200.” I said, “Well, then throw it out
the window. If you’re going to be a millionaire
in a year or two, what does it matter, right?
Let’s make a declaration.”
He was like, “You’re crazy. I’m not throwing
money out the window.” So, I went in my
pocket and I think I had like $400. We were
on the highway and I just tossed it out the
window and I said, “I’m so confident in my
future that that just doesn’t mean anything.
I know that it’s going to come back.” I said,
“Now throw yours out” and he wouldn’t do it.
It’s mainly a declaration of your confidence
and to look at the bigger picture. If you truly
are going to be wealthy and rich and have
money, obviously $100 doesn’t mean very
much. I know some people got upset and
they said, “You could’ve given it to charity”,
but I want to point out that I don’t deduct
that from my charitable contributions. I can
do both.

But anyway, it was a fun thing we did on
Twitter and I challenged people. I said I
would match them over the weekend. Twelve
people did it. I threw $1,200 out the window
and videotaped it, but then after that it was
funny because then it kind of went viral
and people saw me do that, and we had
100-something [people do] it from all around
the world. I actually had people throwing
$100 bills off of rickshaws in Asia.
They’re walking down the street in Africa and
dropping it on a dirt road. It was crazy. There
were all these videos from people throwing
them out windows in Japan and just all around
the world. It was pretty wild. It’s liberating.
Dan Ferris: I think it’s brilliant. For an
hour I was thinking about this going,
“This guy is nuts”, but it’s nuts in a good
way, though. It is different, and it’s an
emotional thing.
Mark Minervini: I knew I was going to take

a lot of heat for it. I knew when I did it there
were going to be a lot of people that were
going to get upset and disagree or be upset
that it was wasteful with money. I was hoping
people would understand the concept, but
some people, a lot of people got it, and I
think it actually liberated and empowered a
lot of people.
Dan Ferris: Man, if you got people
throwing $100 bills off of rickshaws, you
empowered a lot of people. Back at the
time of the Market Wizards interview,
it said you were working like six days a
week, 14 hours a day. You hadn’t taken a
vacation in 10 years. But then I noticed
in Think and Trade like a Champion,
you said your wife and daughter are

now your highest priority, and I would
imagine they would want you to take
them on a vacation now and then.
What’s your schedule like these days?
Mark Minervini: So, my priorities have changed

over the years. In the beginning, I held off on
getting married and having a family because I
knew it would interfere with my career, and
I wanted my career to be first, and I wanted
to be wealthy and financially independent,
so I did not get married and did not have a
child until I was financially independent. But
once I made all the money and I don’t have to
work anymore, it’s a nice thing that I can do
what I love, my priorities changed.

I knew when I did it there
were going to be a lot of
people that were going
to get upset and disagree
or be upset that it was
wasteful with money.

“”

My No. 1 priority is my family, my wife and
my daughter, and health. Those are at the very
top. If you asked me that in 1990, my No.
1 priority at all cost was to be the best trader
in the world and to make millions and to be
successful, and that was where my head was
at, at that time.
Dan Ferris: Well, you kind of did it, so
congratulations. I noticed in Think and
Trade like a Champion you talked about
this need to be unbalanced if you’re
really going to be devoted like you were
earlier in your life, and a lot of the talk
about the emotional commitment is
geared toward this all-in commitment.
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But then I noticed this one sentence and
just really, really briefly, it said, “That doesn’t
mean that you can’t improve your trading
and enjoy the benefits of investing even as a
part-time investor.” But then you got right
back to talking about the intensity and the
unbalanced lifestyle, but it really struck me
that you mentioned even as a part-time
investor amidst all of this discussion of total
all-in commitment. Is that a conflict?
Mark Minervini: It depends. If you want

to be the best in the world, I don’t care
what it is, if you want to be the best in the
world at something, whether it’s the best
basketball player, the best bowler, the best
lawyer... You’re probably going to have to be
unbalanced. You’re probably going to have to
have a disproportionate amount of time into
that craft or that career, and there’s going to have
to be sacrifices. That’s what I was talking about.
It’s like, for instance, in the Olympics, there
was a poll done and asked Olympic hopefuls
that if they could take a pill that would
guarantee they would win a gold medal, but
they would die in five years, would they do
that? About 50% of them said “yes.” When
you’re going for the very top and you’re going
to be the best in the world and the best in the
business, that’s the kind of competition you’re
up against. That’s the kind of unbalanced allin competition.
So, that’s what I’m talking about, but that
doesn’t mean you can’t read my book, learn
about what I did, learn my methods, and
improve your results dramatically even if
you’re a part-time investor.
Dan Ferris: So, in your interview with
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Schwager, you said something that I
loved. You said chart patterns were
“not what’s important to trading
successfully. For someone to be
successful, they have to develop their
own trading methodology. I developed
my method for myself. It wouldn’t
necessarily be a good fit for anyone
else.”
If that’s the case, Mark, you wrote two
whole books where you spell out in
quite a bit of detail what your methods
are, and I wonder how appropriate those
methods are for the people reading the
books.
Mark Minervini: Well, I don’t think

they need to develop their own trading
methodology, certainly not in the beginning.
In the beginning, no matter what we do, we
mimic. If you were to start off as a basketball

player or a football player, you’re going to
probably watch your favorite sports star and
you’re going to mimic them and you’re going
to learn from a coach and you’re going to
learn through trial and error, so you’re not
going to develop a trading methodology and
be making lots of money in the stock market
in any kind of short period of time.
Really, it’s matching your personality to the
method. And then once you get that method
down, maybe you’re able to do the type of
things that I suggest and you’re getting some
traction and you could start maybe adding in
your experience, and that’s what I’ve done. I
mimicked the best and then over the years, a lot
of years, I started developing some of my own
techniques and it just becomes a passing of the
torch. It’s not like everything I do is unique.
But the main thing is you have to match your
personality. If you’re someone who doesn’t want
to sit in front of the screen all day and doesn’t
want to do a lot of work and a lot of trading and
making a lot of fast decisions, well, then daytrading is probably not for you. But then again,
you might have a different personality.
You really have to match the style and find
something that makes sense to you because
the main key is that you have confidence in it.
If you don’t have confidence in the underlying
strategy, it’s not going to work. It could be the
best strategy in the world, but a strategy takes
an operator, and takes discipline to follow it,
so that’s really the lynchpin to following any
strategy.
Dan Ferris: Recently, it surprised me
to see you on TV commenting about
things like the Federal Reserve and

various economic kind of macro type
data. I have your book Trade Like a
Champion on Kindle. I real quick went
and did a search on the terms “Federal
Reserve” and “interest rates” just to see
if it was anywhere in the book, and I got
zero hits. It blew me away to hear you
talking about the Fed because you’re
so focused on the technical and the
fundamentals that make up your trading
strategy.

But after almost 40
years doing this, I have
a pretty good feel and
understanding of
the economy and the
stock market.

“”

Mark Minervini: I’m very versed in

economics. I started off as a quant. I started
off as a top-down. Early on I studied the
market and the economy, and then would
form an opinion about the market, and then
find the best groups, and then from there look
for the best stocks. What I found out was that
I was constantly missing the leading stocks,
the best stocks, and I had to completely flip
it around and reverse the whole process. Now
it’s stocks, group, and market.
But after almost 40 years doing this, I have
a pretty good feel and understanding of the
economy and the stock market.
I don’t do TV hardly ever anymore, but in the
‘90s I did lots of TV shows. I was on probably
150, maybe 200 shows a year. I’d be down at
“the Exchange on CNBC, then at Fox and
at CNN. Sometimes I’d do five, six shows in
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a day. They wanted me on these shows, and
they want to talk about that stuff.
They want to talk about the unemployment
data that came out today and what does that
mean? And the Fed raised the discount rate.
So, you’re forced to talk about that stuff.
Everybody wants a reason. They don’t want
to just hear over and over, “Well, I’m in the
market because a lot of stocks set up and met
my criteria and that’s why I’m in the market.”
That doesn’t make for good radio or good
TV, so you have to go and do this big
dissertation on all the reasons why and the
underlying economy, but the bottom line is
for the overall market, the market is going
to go with the economy give or take several
months. You’ll see that bear markets are from
recessions and bull markets are when they
have expansions. It’s just a matter of timing it,
of course.

“”

You’ll see that bear
markets are from recessions
and bull markets are when
they have expansions. It’s just
a matter of timing it, of course.
Dan Ferris: I do have one more
question... If you could leave our reader
with one thought, in your case I’m really,
really curious to know, what would that
thought be?
Mark Minervini: OK, well my one thought

would be to believe in yourself because you
can do anything that anyone else can do
because we have brains and we can learn, and
there’s precedence before us. When someone
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does something, it shows us the path, it shows
us the way, and then we can do even better
because we’re starting where they left off. So,
that’s how I turned an eighth-grade education
into a career and financial independence that
I saw Paul Tudor Jones and some of these
people who, while they were more educated
than me, I realized that they’re just people
and that I could learn from them and then I
can start where they left off and maybe even
become better.
So, I think that’s the one thing that I can’t do
for someone – no one can do. Like I said, if
Michael Jordan is teaching you, if you don’t
believe in yourself it doesn’t matter and you
can have the best coach in the world, but you
should believe in yourself because this is a
great time to not only be a stock trader, but
just a great time in general because of social
media and all the information that we have.
It’s amazing. It’s information overload, but if
you sift through it, there’s amazing, amazing
information. You’re able to learn directly from
the people that wrote a piece of music... or
played a particular instrument... or developed
a stock strategy.
At one time when I was a musician, we had to
take the record and put the needle back 150
times to figure out a part. Now you go on
YouTube and the person who wrote that part
is teaching you. So, it’s a great time and it’s a
great time to accomplish your dreams and go
after your passion.
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By Buck Sexton

Someone coughed in the aisle next to me.
Everyone flinched.
Walking into the Whole Foods at Columbus
Circle this weekend felt like entering an
encampment under siege in wartime. The
place was packed. At 59,000 square feet, it
is supposed to be the largest supermarket in
Manhattan. It’s set in the opulent (even by
New York standards) Time Warner Center.
It is a monument to bourgeois capitalism,
gluten-free largesse, and dozens of flavors of
almond butter.
And everyone was on edge...
Shoppers were filling their carts as if a
hurricane was going to hit within hours.
Everyone was tense, frenzied, and – worst of
all – packed in closely together.
“Do you have any whole chickens?” I asked one
of the haggard Whole Foods employees in the
meat section. He said he didn’t think so. Steaks,
burgers, and chops were all gone. Faced with
a plummeting market and an unprecedented
freeze in economic activity, my fellow New
Yorkers wanted to make sure their freezers were
full of red meat for the long weeks ahead.
The same thing was true in the pickedthrough canned goods section. There was
nothing except for a few dented cans of
minestrone, probably because it is calorically
almost useless, but which I also took as
confirming my long-held belief that is it the
worst of all soups. The good stuff – refried

beans, New England clam chowder, beef chili
– was all long gone.
The areas assigned to dry pasta were
completely barren, too. Many of my fellow
New Yorkers would face the future – come
what may – with ample supplies of orecchiette
and linguini. Even though New York believes
its tap water is superior, there were also plenty
of people stocking up with gallons of bottled
spring water. I couldn’t help but think that if
things get so ugly that the water gets turned
off, that last jug or two of Deer Park probably
isn’t going to make much difference.
The empty shelves were a visual manifestation
of the panic that has been shooting across
the country in recent weeks. If the stock
market’s decline wasn’t terrifying enough,
the emergence of long lines just to get into
grocery stores made it all feel real.
America is the richest country in the history
of the world. And in the Big Apple, our
largest metropolis by population, the masses
are hording toilet paper as though we just
went through a socialist coup and Nicolás
Maduro is now in charge.
I did finally manage to find a whole chicken...
It was the last one left in a bin that must have
held dozens just hours before. As we are all
under a form of “social distancing” guidance
that is just a step away from “self-quarantine,”
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Nobody has been through this
before, and nobody knows what will
come next. Terror attacks can be
devastating, but a human enemy
can always be defeated.
I decided to tackle a homemade roast chicken
with tarragon sauce recipe for the first time
ever. I certainly had the time. Restaurants
here are shut down, as are Broadway shows,
gyms, movie theaters, and bars. Cooking is
a diversion from the chaos, but it is also my
little attempt to maintain some normalcy in
this stressful and bizarre era.
On my way out of the Whole Foods, I stood
in a long line of New Yorkers who had made
it through the produce maze. You can tell that
their sentiment changes minute to minute,
and ranges from “we’re all in this together”
to “keep your distance, buddy.” Even a stifled
sneeze raises alarms. It’s a good thing your
average New Yorker can’t send their sniffly
neighbors to a far-off quarantined island
somewhere, because I’d bet a lot of them
would gladly do so.
I swiped my credit card and was told to push
the green “OK” button on the electronic
keypad... Then push it again... then again.
And of course, to scrawl an illegible signature
with a plastic pen that hundreds of New Yorkers
also used, probably after coughing in their hands
or sneezing into them minutes earlier.
The futility of some of these epidemiological
precautions that we are all told are the
difference between life and death right now
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weren’t lost on me, or anyone else I was
crammed into that line with.
These are challenging times. I’ve spent more
than 30 years living in New York City.
Almost never has the city been so eerily quiet,
confused, and on edge.
After 9/11, we were hit badly, but there was
immediate action to take. We had to look
for survivors, then search for the culprits.
This country mobilized and went on offense.
Against a pandemic, we are always on
defense... mostly locked away in our homes.
Nobody has been through this before, and
nobody knows what will come next. Terror
attacks can be devastating, but a human
enemy can always be defeated. Financial
panics can be catastrophic, but history shows
that a robust society will rebound.
With a pandemic disease in the modern era,
nobody knows what’s next. It could be weeks
before we finally exhale. It could be months.
The mayor of New York City is considering a
mandatory “shelter in place” declaration. The
San Francisco Bay area already has one. The
next steps will be more severe, and nobody
knows how long they will last.
Yes, New York will get through this. America
will make it to the other side of the crisis.
But that’s cold comfort to the businesses in
collapse and the people who face financial
ruination. And looming over all of this is the
worry about mass casualties from a pandemic
that is still poorly understood and for which
there will not be a cure anytime soon.
Still, everything seems to ride on the next 30
days. Strap in, buckle up, and pray.
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